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Abeei,’s notice of Sii Ki-yii 169

' Abel’s notice of geolog:y, 113
Aborigines, military placed over,. .382
Allen’s essay on opium, 479
American Bible Society’s Minute, 216
Amoy dialect to be romanized, . .472
Amoy, man beaten to death at,. . . 49
Amoy, mission at, 523
Amulets worn by people, 86

j

Ancestral tablet, 91
Ancestral worship among Jews,. .457

Antiquarian Researches, 281
Appeals not heard, case of, 54
Army in Kwangsi, .54,375

Army of China, 250,300,363
Ashmore, Rev. W. arrives,. . .112,288
Astronomy, Hobson’s treatise on,.. 478

Jangkok made capital of Siam,. .351
Bangkok, burning of mission at,. . Ill
Banians, notice of the Garden of, .340
Bank-bills at Fuhchau, 289
Bannermen, organization of, 267

j Bannermen, meaning of term, .... 252
Bettelheim at Napa, letter from,. .539
Bible, different styles for Chinese, 486
Bible, progress of Chinese,. . .216,537
Bible Societies, Am. and B. &. F. .220
Birds considered ominous, 92
Board of War, organization of,. . .313
Bombay^ export of opium from, . . . 482
Bonham installed a Knight com... 110
Books by Protestant missionaries, 538
Boone’s remarks on Kiying’s prayer, 45
Bowring’s poetry, 299,433
Bowring’s report of census, 168
Bowring’s translation of fables,. . . 94
Bradley’s letter to Doct. Parker, .490
British subjects in Canton, 168
Budhist ceremonies near Kiakhta, 34
Budhist worship, forms of, ..527

Buraets at Selenginsk, 21

Burmali wars with Siam, 353

Calcutta, export of opium from,. 481
Calendar, comparative, 2
Canal, traveling on the Grand... . .440
Canal, superintendent of Grand, . . 371
Canton, clepsydra at, 430
Canton, fire at, 560
Canton, mission at, 521
Canton, mosque at, 77
Canton named City of Rams,. . . .212
Canton, country north of, 119
Canton have trouble, silkmen at. . . 506
Canton, provincial officers at, ... . 14
Cardoza reaches Macao, 49,110
Carriage for carrying idols, 39
Cassia river in Kwangsi, 108
Celestial Mts. in Hi, range of, 72
Central Asia, features of, 70
Charms hung on houses, 86
Chau Tientsioh’s memorial, 498
Chehkiang produces tallow, 422
Chehkiang, garrisons in 372
Chi Ilwangti, fable of, 197
Chihli, garrisons in, 315,366
Children kidnapped, 92
Chinese ideas of God, 526
Chinese not a warlike race, 417
Chinese at Kiakhta, 24
Chinese cannot read their language473
Cholera at Ningpo, 532
Christianity noticed by Sii, 193
Chii kiang, or Pearl river, 105
Chui Apb kidnapped, 164
Clepsydras known in China, 427
Coal quarried in Kwangtung, 115
Cobdo, various tribes in, 65,338
Cole’s fonts of Chinese type, 282
Committee of Delegates on Bible. 221
Company’s profits on opium, 480
Confucius, notices of the life of,.. . 98
Consuls in China in 1851, . 16
Convert at Lewchew, ,539
Corea, French whaler lost on, .... .500

Cunningham attacked, (61
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Da Costa’s conduct, witness on, . 164
Delegates on revision of SS 486
Dialling among the Chinese, 431
Disturbances among the silkmen, .506
Divination, how practiced 85
Dragon-boat races, 88,124
Dutch missions on Formosa, 541
Dyer’s attempts to cast type, 282

Eamont lost on Japan, ship 112
Eat t river, a branch of Pearl R, . . 121

Emperor’s guard, 256
England described by SU, 182
Erman’s travels in Siberia, 18

Europeans described by Sii, 180
Examinations at Canton, 508
Examinations, military, 300

Fabi.es of Chinese books, .94,122,194

Famine relieved in Shanghai,. ... 159

Faulkon, a Greek in Siam, 348
Fever at Shanghai, 154

Five Horse’s heads on North R, . .116

Foreign residents in China, 3
Forgery, case of literary, 341

Formosa, the ship Larpent lost on, 285
Formosa, search for sailors in, ... . 490
Formosa, military placed over 373
Por.nosa, missions on, 541
French wlialer lost in Corea, 500
Fulichau, notices of mission at,. . .524

Fulichau, paper-money at 290
Fuhehau, interview at, 247
Fulichau, loss of life at, 559
Ful.-hi, an early emperor, 94
Fuhkien, garrisons of, 372
Funeral rites ol'Ciiinese, 90,88

Garrisons in Manchuria,.. . . 60,323
Geography of Sii Ki-yii, 169

Geomancy much practiced, 90
Gol.i, its lioiglit, 70
God, consideration of terms for,. • .216

Gon alvos fabulous notices, 94,122,194

Graduates prohibited to come bySii,Ui7

Grain not to be exported, 471

Gu'irdsmen of army, 2.57

Gunpowder, casualties by, 536
Gutzlaff, death ol'Rev. C 511

Harlow arrives as chaplain, . . . .288

Hell, Yen-lo hung, god of, 202
Hi( iifung confers bounty,. ..... .508

Hienfung, the 244th ruler of China, 1

Hobson’s iiospit il report, 160

Hobson’s treaiisy on ,\stronomy,. . 478

Hobson’s treatise on Physiology,. . 538
Honan, troops garrisoned in, 368
Honan, Jews found in, 436
Honan, topography of, 546
Hongkong, in 1851, officers of.

.

. . 11
Hongkong, large fire at, 560
Hongkong, mission at 522
Hospitals at Canton and Shanghai, 152
Houses, incantations wlien building 87
Houses, how warmed by stoves,. . 28
Hiikwang, flood in, 461
Hiikwang, troops in, 383
Humboldt’s description of Gobi,. . 70
Hungwu, anecdote of, 147
Hwui-hwui, origin of the term,. . . 82

Ice to be obtained from the Pei-ho, 434
Idolatrous practices 86,527
Idolatry of the Bannennen, 272
Idolatry of Buraets, 22
Hi, Bannermen stationed in, 321
Hi, divisions and circuits in, 66
Imperial tombs guarded, 318
Imperial Guard, its materiel, 256
Infanticide in Kiaying chau, 92
Inquest at Shanghai 1.5.5

Irkutsk, its position and climate,. . 20

Japan, shipwrecked sailors in,.. . .112
Japan, paper money in, 295
Jehovah known by Jews in Honan, 447

j

Jeh-ho, garrison at, 317

!

Jews in Honan, 43(i

Justice, cases of decisions of, 54

Kaifung fu, Jews at, 460
Kansuh, troops in,.. 385
Khanates in Mongolia, 64,3;37

Khoten, a warm region, 76
Kiakhta described by Erman, .... 23
Kiangsii, troops in, 369
Kiangsu, cities in, near Canal,.. . .410

Kirin, divisions of, 61

Kirin, garrisons placed in, 327
Kiying’s testimony, proof of 341

Kiying’s testimony to Christianitv, 41

Kiying degraded, 49
Klaproth’s notices of bank bills,.. .21)2

Klaproth’s notes of Changpeh shall 296
Koko-nor or Tangut, tribes in, ... . 65
Koko-nor, tribes in, 338

Koxinga kills missionarie.s, .541

Kuldsha, chief town of 66
Kwan-lun Mts. in Gobi, 73

Kwangtung, rivers in, 113

Kwaiigsi, insurgents in,. . 1

1

1,‘224.492
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Kwangsl, course of rivers in, 10(!

K'vangtiing, troops in, 374
Kwangsi, stations of troops in,.. . .375

Kwangsi, progress of troubles, . . .560

Kwangsi insurgents make head,. . 165

Kwangsi, cost of war in, 287
K'vangsi, petition of insurgents in, .5.3

Kwaiiyin, famous temple to, 117

Kweichau, troops in, 387

Lap.vk, towns in, 69

Lamas in Russia, 34

Land, decision of tenure of, 56

Language of China romamzed,. . -472

Jjangnagp, confusion in sounds of, 177

Larpent lost on Formosa, 285
Lau-kiun, founder of Rationalists, . 196 1

Lowchew, mission at, 539
Liautung, boundaries of, 59
Lin receives postliumous honors, . . 52
Literati give trouble to Sii, 1()6

^

Lockhart’s hospital for 1850, 1.52
,

Loomis, Rev. Geo. loaves China,. .288
!

Lucky days noted in calendars,.. . 85

M V TwANi.m’s Researches, ed. of, 281
Macao, government of in 1851, ... 15

Macao, Gov. Cardoza reaches, .... 49

M icao, governor Cardoza at, 110

icao. Gov. Guimaraes at, 560
. .acgowan’s hospital report, 532
ilacgowan’s notes on tallow, 422
Vfacgowan’s notes on timekeepers 426
Macgowan’s Philo. Almanac, .... 284
M limachen near Kiakhta, 23

j

Manclmria, divisions of, 59
'

Manchuria, mountains in, 296
j

M iiichuria, garrisons in, 323
jM inchus in Chinese Army, 256

VI.ips of China, errors in native,. .172
Marco Polo’s notice of bills, 294
VI irs, the Chinese, 137

•Vlarzetti’s account of a flood, 461
M lusolea of emperors, 318,328
Meadows’ proposal to get ice, 434
M '.isles prevail at Ningpo, 532
Medical missions, benefits of, . . . . 1,59

M"'dhurst and others withdraw,. . 221
Medhurst’s letter on version, .... 185
M’'iling pass, a town near, 114

Miautsz’, military over the, 389
Missionaries, list of Protestant,.. . .514

M ihammedans in China, 79
Mohammedans in II ami, 338
Mohammedans at Kaifung fii, . . . .449
VI. mastery near I’lihchaii, 527

Money issued at Fuhehau, 290
Mongolian feudatories, 330
Mongolia, boundaries of, 62
Mongols, corps among tlie,. . . .62,337

Mongols, dress of, 24

Mongols issue bank bills, 294

Montigny goes for wlialer’s crew, .,500

Morrison sends a letter to Jews,. .446

Mosque near Canton, 77

Mountains in Manchuria, 2f)6

Mountains in Central Asia, 71

Mowtans, story of the, 226
Muhehangah’s life and degradation, 49
Murder, cases of, 55
Music in Budhist temples, 34

Naval forces of China, 377 .

Newyear sentences, 87
Newyear’s feast at Kiakhta,. ..... 26
Ningpo dialect to be rornanized,. .475

Ningpo, mission at, 530
Ninguta, a town in Kirin, 297

Office, instance of sale of, 56
Officers very dilatory, 55
Officers in army, and their pay,. . .404

Olyphant, death of D. W. C 509
Opium trade, essay on, 479
Opium and tea conipared, 555
Opium on smokers, effects of. ... . 529’

Opium patients cured, 157,S34

Oppression of a Chinese, case of, 287

Paintings in Budhist temples,.. . 37
Paper-money among Chinese, .... 289
Paper money at Peldng, .56

Parker sends an agent to Formosa 490
Parker’s letter to Sii on smuggling, 469
Parker’s dispatch to Sii, 161

P.'ivie’s stories from Chinese, 225
Pearl river, course of the,... .105,113
Peking, pafier money at, 56
Peking, corps stationed at, 262
Phalaris, the Chinese, 146
Poetry, translations of, 2f)9,433

Policemen, oppression by, 287'

Postal arraiigeinents of army,. . . .,312

Prayer by Kiying, 44
Praying machines of lamas, 38
Preaching among Uie Chinese,. . ..525

I’risoners; treatment of Chinese,. ..5:55

Protestant missions to Chinese,.. .,513

ProvinceSj garrisons in, 319
Punishments in tlie army, 400

Jilii ELFAr.RT., notices of i.'^land of, .500
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Residents Qt Flvo Porls, &c
Revenue, Code ot the Hoard of,.. .25]

Reynard lost on Prataa shool,. . . .2ci(j

Rhode Island, Chinese notice of,. . 173
Richards, obituary of W. L.. .288,529
Rivers, superintendent of, 370
Rivers in Honan province, 547
Rivers in Kwangtung', 113
Romanism like Budhism, 30
Romanizing the Chinese, plan for, 472
Russian ambassy to Peking, 32
Russians at Kiakhta, 23

Sarguchei, the chief at Kiakhta,. 25
Scripture, an illustration of, 528
Scriptures found at Honan, 436
Seameifs chaplains at Whampoa,.288
Selengjnsk in Siberia, 22
Shanghai, hospital at, 1.52

Shanghai, port regulations of, ... . 559
Shanghai, mission at, 537
Shangti rejected by A. Bib. Soc. .217

Shangti defined by Sii, 247
Shansi, troops stationed in, 367
Shantung, troops in, 367
Shin adopted for God by A. B. S. 217
Shin used by Kiying for God,. ... 45
Shin and Tien-shin differ, 248
Shinnung, the Chinese Ceres,. ... 94
Siam, ancient history of, 345
Siam, burning mission premises in, 1 1

1

Siamese year for 1851, 1

Siberia, travels in by Erman, 18

Silkweavers at Canton, 506
Silver transported on asses, 443
Societies sending mis.siouaries,. . .513

Stars worshiped hy the Chinese,. . 90
Staunton on opium trade, 483
Staveley returns home, 110
Sii Ki-yu’s Geography, 169

Sii Ki-yi'i’s stanzas to Bowring,. . .434

Sii Ki-yu’s opinion of Shin, 247
Sii's reports of victories, 287

Sii’s letter on smuggling, 470

Sii receives a remonstrance, 165

Sii’s correspondence respecting

attack on Americ.ans, 161

Substitutes for murder, ,56

Succession, curious case of, 54

Suicides among the Chinese, 156

Sun-dials of the Chinese, 30

Sung dynasty, Jews came in the. .457

Surgeon,\Va To, a famous Chinese, 134

Swindling, case of, 287
Syn.igogue at Kaifung fu, 445

Sz’chueu, troops in, 3e0

Ta-tsing Ilwiii Tien on .army,. • -251

'Pallow, mode of making, 4T2
Tang dynasty, bank bills of, 293
Tarbagatai, its chief town, 67
Tartars, tribes of, .T36

Tea, in Russia, brick 19
Teas, chemical analysis of, 466
Telegraph explained to Chinese,. .284

Temple at Kiakhta, 27
Theatre at Kiakhta, 25
Theatrical jilays, cost of, 89
Theft, judgment in a case of, .56

Thoms’ notes on Cliinese customs, 8.5

Thoms on Chinese vases, 489
Tibet, its political divisions, 68
Tibet, height of its plateau, 75
Tibet, troops in, 340
Tien-shin proposed for God, 248
Time, modes of keeping, 426!

Tombs, ancestral worship at, 91
Tones confounded by foreigners,.. 17?!

Topography of extra-prov. China, . 57
Topography ofHonan, 546
Trade affected by opium, 554;

Treaty, provisions of American,. .162

Treaty, two articles in American, 470
Tsien-tsz’ Wan used in counting,. 291 1

Tsitsihar, divisions of, 61,327
Tsoling, meaning of the term, . . . .257

Tungkwan, conduct of gentry in,. 16.5

Turkestan, its ten cities, 68
Types, Chinese metallic, 281

Uliasutai, divisions of, 65,336;

Uriankai tribes, position of,.. .65,336j

Vases anciently made, 489
Version of Bible, style of, 486
Victoria’s interview with Sii, Bp.of,247

Victoria sends to Jew's, Bp. of,.. . .437

Victory, mutiny on board the,. . . .560

Wade on Chinese Army, 250,300,.363

Wan-wung, the sage king, 96
Washington mentioned by SU, I88,2b3

Wax from insects, 424

Wedding observances 87
Whampoa, chaplain at, 288

Yangtsz’ kiang overflows in 1849, 461

Vellow river, road along, 461,442

Ying Hwan Chi-1 ioh, a Geography 169

Yingteh in Kwangtung, 118

Yii, the Cliinese Deucalion, 9.5

Yunnan, troops in 3b8
Vumian, tow us on Pearl river in.. . 106



No. 1 .-.-January.

Art. I. A Comparative English and Chinese Calendar for 1851
;
names of foreign

residents at the Five Ports and Hongkong
;

list of officers in the governments
of Hongkong, Canton, and Macao

j
foreign legations and consular establish-

ments in China.
Art. II. Travels in Siberia

;
including excursions northwards down the Obi to the

Polar Circle, and southwards to the Chinese Frontier. By Adolph Erman.
2 Vols. Phil.adelphia, 1850.

Art. 111. Testimony to the truth of Christianity, given by Kiying, late governor-

general of Canton, minister plenipotentiary, guardian, &c.,
Art. IV. Journal of Occurrences ; arrival of Gov. Cardoza at Macao

;
death of a

Chinese at Amoy by bambooing
;
degradation of Muhehangah and Kiying

;

official life of the premier; posthumous honors conferred on Lin Tsehsu
;

petition of the insurgents in Kwangsi
;
judicial decisions among the Chinese

;

rise in office by purchase

1

18

41

49

No. 2.—February.

Art. I. Topography of the Chinese Empire beyond the provinces
;
the names and

boundaries of the principal divisions, survey of the country, and character of
the mountain ranges 57

Art. II. The Hiang Fan, or Echoing Tomb, a Mohammedan mosque and burying-
ground near Canton. 77

Art. III. Prohibitions addressed to Chinese converts of the Romish faith. Trans-
lated by P. P. Thoms, with notes illustrating the customs of the country. 85

Art. IV. Extracts from histories and fables to which allusions are commonly
m.ade in Chinese literary works. Translated from the Arte China ofP.Goncalvez
by Dr. Bowring 94

Art. V. Course of the Chu Kiang or Pearl River 105
Art. VI. Journal of Occurrences : Gov. Bonham installed a knight-commander of

the Bath
;
Major-general Staveley’s departure

;
proclamation of the governor of

Macao
;
insurgents in Kwangsi

;
burning of mission premises in Siam 110

No. 3,—March.

Art. I. Course of the Chu Kiang, or Pearl River .—Continuedfrom page 1 10- • • 1 1.1

.Art. II. Extracts from histories and fables &c .—Continuedfrom page 105 122

.Art. III. Fourth Report of the Chinese Hospital at Shanghai, for the year ending
Dec. 31st, 1850; with a notice of the Hospital at Kam-li-fau in Canton 152

-Art. IV. Journal of Occurrences : attack on Alessrs. Manigault and Cunningham,
and correspondence relating thereto

;
trial and death ofChui Apo

;
insurgents

in Kwangsi
;
withdrawal of gentry from the examinations, and Su’s memorial

oh the subject; census of British subjects in Canton and Whampoa. 161

No. 4.—.April.

Art. I. The Ying Hwan Chi-lioh or General Survey of the Maritime circuit, a
Universal Geography, by His Excellency Su Ki-yil of Wiiluiin Shansi, the pre-
sent lieutenant-governor of Fiilikicn. In iO books. Fuhehau, 1848.

Art. II, Extracts from histories and fables. &,c.—Conclnrffrf,/Voni page 152
Art. III. Proceedings relating to the Chinese version of the Bible : report of the

Committee of the American Bible Society on the word for God
;
resolutions

passed in London
;
progress of the revision of the Old Testament

-Art. I\'. Journal of Occurrences : insurgents in Kwangsi

169

194

216

221
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No 5.-^May

Art. 1. (,'Hoix do Contos et Nouvellea traduits du Chinois. Psf Theoilore Pavie.
Paris, 183y. 8vo. pp,m 225

Art. II. IVotes of an interview between H. E. S(l Ki-yu and other Chinese officers,

and ihe Bishop of Victoria
;
held at Fuhchau, Dec. 7th, I860. From the Athe-

nteum of March 1st, 1851 247
Art. III. The Army of the Chinese Empire : its two great divisions, the Banner-

men or National Guard, aud the Green Standard or Provincial Troops
; their

organization, locations, pay, condition, &-C. Bv T. F. Wade. 250
Art. IV. Literary Notices : 1. The Wan Hien Ifung Kau, or Antiquarian Resear-

ches of Ma Twanlin. New edition. Canton, 1861.

II. Specimen of the three-line diamond Chinese type made by the London
Missionary Society. Hongkong, 1850. pp. 21.

III. Philosophical Almanac in Chinese. By D. J. Macgowan, m. d. Ningpo,
'' 1861. pp. 42. 281

Art. V. Journal of Occurrences ; loss of the English ship Larpent on Formosa
;

and of H. B. M. screw-str. Reynard on the Pratas shoal; progress of the
insurgents in Kwangsi

;
case of oppression

; religious intelligence 285

I

No. 6.—June.

Art. 1. Paper money among the Chinese ; description of a bill; historical notices
of the issue of notes — 289

Art. II. The Chang-peh Shan, or Long White Mountains of Manchuria. 29f>

Art. III. Stanzas from the Chinese. By Dr Bowring 299
Art. IV. The Army of the Chinese Empire ; Continued from page '2S0 300
Art. V. The Yung Yuen Tsiuen Tsih, or Complete Collection of the Garden of

Banians 340

No. 7.—July.

Art. I. Brief History of Siam, with a detail of the leading events in its Annals 345
Art. II. The Army of the Chinese Empire; &c. By T. F. Wade. Concluded

from page 340 3o3
Art. HI. The tallow-tree and its uses; with notices of the peh-lah, or insect-wax

of China. _ 422
Art. IV. Modes ofkeeping time known among the Chinese. By D. J. Macgowan, 420
Art. V. Stanzas from the Chinese By Dr Bowring. 433
,Art. VI. Desirableness and feasibility of procuring ice in Canton from the Pei-ho.

By T. T. Meadows 434
Art. VII. A Narrative of a Mission of Inquiry tc the Jewish Synagogue at Kaifung

' fii, &c. Shanghai, 1851, pp, 94; with X/eoret«/acsimtle.». 436
Art. VIll. .Analyses of the ashes of certain commercial Teas.. 466
Art. IX. Correspondence between the Government of China and the Legation

of the United States, relative to smuggling and the non-exportation of grain. • • 468
Art. X. Bibliographical notices : 1. Chhong Se Toan, &c.; 2. Tienwan Lioh-lun ;

3. An Essay on the Opium Trade
;

4. Letter to the Editor of the Chinese
Repository

;
5. Thoms on ancient Chinese vases of the Shang dynasty 472

Art. XL Journal of Occurrences ; search for foreigners in Formosa; disturbances

in Kwangsi. and papers connected with them; loss of the French whaler
Narwal on Corea; strike among the silk weavers in Canton; gracious exami-

Nos. 8-12.—.Aug. to Dec.

Art. 1. List of Protestant Missionaries to the Chinese, with the present position

of those now among them.. 513
Art. II. Topography of the province of Honan ; its boundaries, rivers, cities,

productions, &,c 516
Art. 111. Journal of Occurrences . resume of the principal events in China from

Nov. 1850, to Dec. 1851.. 653
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CHINESE KEPOSITORY.

VoL. XX.—June, 1851.—No. 6.

Art. I. Paper money among the Chinese: description of a bill;

historical notices of the issues of notes.

The use of paper as a substitute for coin has been known in China

for centuries, and the uniform result of every attempt made by the

government to circulate its paper among its subjects, has been the

extraction of vast sums of money from them, and the gradual sub-

stitution of worthless paper in its stead
;

until dearbought experience

has shown the people that no confidence can be placed in the good-

faith of their rulers to uphold their notes. Tlie convenience of

notes instead of coin in the common transactions of life is, however,

as well understood among the Chinese as in any country of Ci\risten-

dom
;
and if it were, not for the trickery which forms a prominent

feature in their character, and leads every one to mistrust his neigh-

bor, the use of paper money would doubtless be general. The cir-

culation of promissory notes and letters of credit is very great through-

out the provinces, and they are constatitly used to facilitate commer-

cial transactions; but this kind of paper hardly comes under the de-

signation of money, as it is not a circulating medium.

In many of the large cities of China, notes are issued by banks of

deposit on the security of their own capital
;
they have no responsible

connection with government, and their paper circulates only as

their credit is good, and as far as the bank is known. Consequent-

ly, the knowledge of such paper is generally restricted to the imme-

diate region or city where it is issued, though the limits of its circu-

lation may vary at dilferent times. Of the Five Ports, Fuhehau is the

37VOL. XX. .NO. VI.



200 Paper Money among the. Chinese. June,

only one where paper money is in use, but we are told that it is also

well known at Peking, and in some cities in the provinces of Shan-

tung and Hondn. The bills issued at Fuhchau are rather larger than

Bank of England notes; including the margin, being about 10 inches

Jong and 4 inches wide, but the border which surrounds the bill is

both shorter and narrower than the paper. The right margin is cover-

ed with various stamps, seals, and written characters, all of them cut

in two, the other half being retained by the bank in order to verify

the bill when it is presented for payment
;
from this we infer that the

notes are bound in a book when printed in blank, and are filled up

for issue as they are wanted.

In one bill we have before us from the Ta-sang ^ ot Great

Producing bank, the body of the note is printed in blue ink, the fill-

ing up is in black ink, and the stamps are in red ink, the whole pre-

senting a singular and rather pretty appearance. The name of the

establishment in large letters occupies a separate division at the top

of the note. The border of the bill is filled in with the following

laudation of “ cash .”

—

Seeing that the world has nothing private in it, why then are “ square

holes” (i. e. copper cash) wanted in it? It is that the million may have some-
thing on which to depend, for with “ the dust ” one may even go among the

f
ods. Cash is abundant as water, it is heaped up like the hills

;
the coin resem-

les the sky [in roundness], and the earth [in flatness]. When first made
(by Tai-kung, b.c. 1120), it circulated through the nine regions, and three

officers were appointed to attend to it; which has continued from that remote

time to this present affluent age. Who is he (like Wang Yen) tliat will not

talk of pelf, and yet he is not therefore without avarice
;
but do not those who

employ it in life regard it as one of the first of excellent things ? If it be

passed around among us, all alike find it profitable
;
it comes and goes as if it

flew, and in every place all regard it as just the thing. Like the emperors

and kings of ancient days, it hands down its name throughout the circuit of

the world
;
and in the myriads of affairs in human life, every one yields to

and honors it as an elder brother. It is spoken about in the ten sections (of

the Ta Hioh), and in half the volumes of Duke Chau’s Ritual
;
and there is

nothing in ruling which it will not extend to and tranquillize, nor aught con-

nected with the life of the people where it is not required. _j

In the border separating the division from the body of the note is

this distich :

—

“ When fair dealing prevails in the world, wealth becomes vast and abun-

dant : in a time of peace, the emperor is upright, and capital is greatly mul-
tiplied.”

On the border of another bill from the Chi-ching or Very

Trusty Bank, is this sentence, which is more relevant than the pre-

ceding to its use on a bank bill :

—

When the Nine Prefectures were first marked out, money flowed in ever-
growing plenty

;
and for the beneficial use of the country, the device of bills
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(chdu) was skilfully adopted. Among the Odes is the Vapory Song, [which

says,] “Since we have a heap of money, our hearts are open and sunny.” If

our hearts (? the banker’s) be pure like the sun, we shall depart from all

falsehood, and be trusty and honest.”

On the right side of the note in the corner is the sentence ^
cash note convenient for paying out in the road.”

I'he next line reads, ” a bill good for paying 800 pieces of copper,”

—

the last three words being ftlled in. On the opposite side is the date,

“ Hienfung, 1st year, 1st month, 8th day” (Feb. 8th, 1851). Then

follows the registered number of the bill, which in this case is ” No. 1.

of the character ^ sin.” This character tsui is the 84th in the

Millenary Classic,,* and probably is one of a series under each of

which a certain number of the notes are registered. Another bill is re.

gistered as ” No. 56 under the character ^l| engraved this charac-

ter is the 548th in the same Classic. This comprises all the reading

in the bill, no signatures or place being inserted as in the bank notes

of western countries. There are, however, six beautifully engraved

dies, stamped on the face of the bill in red ink, which form the prin-

cipal security against forgers and counterfeiters. They are both em-

blematic and legendary. One of them represents a lion playing with

three cubs and rolling a ball, which denotes magistrates of high and

low rank—and whether intentional or not, is a very good lampoon on

Chinese rulers. Another is a tripod with the characters for 800 en-

graved in it; a third is a die containing the name of the Bank, with

this sentence surrounding it:—
“When circulated, [money] is called pu (to spread); when passing about

it is called chuen (a fountain)
;
and both when circulating and passing, there

is no deception
;

it is round like heaven, and square like earth
;
at all periods

it has been regarded by every one as among precious things.”

In the lower left corner is a square die, very delicately cut, having

the names of the bank T^-sang, and of the leading partner Wang
in the middle. Around it is this couplet in praise of paper money :

—

From of old coins have been named ‘ square holes,’

And they are ever passing here and tliere

;

The needy and easy can safely help each other.

Ten thousand cash can be all valued in one slip of paper.

* The Tnen-tsz’ Wan, or Millenary Classic, has been fully noticed in Vol. IV. page
229. where a translation of it is given. Its use as a hornbook for youth is, however,
quite subordinate to the employment of the thousand different characters it consists of to

mark series. Not only bank-notes, but cards and tallies used for many purposes in

checking and noting things, are marked with the characters of this book; the cells in

the Examination Hall, where candidates for degrees write their essays, are Labeled with

them. Lottery tickets are formed of the first fifty or hundred characters, and gambling is

carried on in various ways by means of them. The people are nearly as familiar with

the sentences tien ti yum hwAns', yu chau hung hwang. &c., as we arc with the or-

dinal or cardinal numbers, or w'itli the letters of the alphabet.
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In the other corner is a round die of similar fine workmanship,

containing a sentence in its border, and the character for longevity

in the centre. The manner in which these dies and the filling up ot

the note, is done, must render it almost impossible to counterfeit the

bills. The paper is made from the bamboo, and is remarkably tough

and solid. We do not know the number of these establishments at

Fnhehau, nor their regulations, or amount of issues, but the citizens

are so much in the habit of using the notes, that they prefer them to

the cash. The bills of the banks in the Island, in the suburb of Nan-

tai, and those within the city walls, generally circulate in those

districts. When a bank fails, the bill-holders rush to the place in

crowds, and pull the building down, thus destroying their chances of

getting even a percentage for their notes. The most usual denomina-

tions are for hundreds of cash up to a thousand, but some bills are

issued for 10,000 cash, or about seven dollars.

The use of paper money in China is interesting as showing the de-

gree of confidence reposed by the people in those who issue the notes,

while the following historical notices of the government paper prove

that the matter is best managed by the people themselves. The ex-

tract is from Klaproth’s Memoirs relatifs a I’Asie, Vol. I. page 375,

and though long will repay perusal. After mentioning that Marco Polo

first made known in Europe the existence of paper money among the

Mongols, the author goes on to say :

—

These same Mongols afterwards introduced paper money into Persia,

where their bills were called djeu>u or djaw, a word evidently derived from the

Chinese cMu which denotes the same thing, and is formed of two parts

metal and /ew, intimating a lack of money. The fact that the Mongols, botli in

China and Persia, have employed paper money, has induced some authors to

look upon them as being tlie inventors
;
and the celebrated Schloetzer even

published a dissertation under the title of “ The Mongols the Inventors of

paper money in the 13th century.” But Pere Gaubil had previously shown
in his Histoiy of Genghis Khan, that the old paper bills issued by the mon-
archs of the Sung dynasty were suppressed, and new ones substituted in 1264

by the minister Kia Sz’-tau.

The most ancient financial speculation contrived by Chinese ministers to

make the revenue meet the increased expenditures of the state, dates b.c. 119,

in the reign of Wii-ti of the Han dynasty. At this period, they introduced

the p‘i pi
jj^

or skin notes, w hich were pieces of leather made from tlie

skins of white deer bred in a park around the palace. They measured a

Chinese foot square, and were ornamented with fine paintings and embroide-
ries. Each grandee, and even the members of the imperial family, who wish-

ed to make their court to his majesty, or who were invited to ceremonies and
banquets in the palace, were required to use this skin to cover the tablets

which they held in their hands in the Presence to screen their faces. The
imperial financiers fixed the value of these p‘i pi at 40,000 cash, or about 3C0
francs; and they were taken at this rate in the palace and among the courtiers.
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blit never seem to liave had any circulation as currency amonir the people.

Ma Twanlin (Kiuen VIII. 81) relates that after the years a.d. ()05-(il7, to

the end of the Sui dynasty, tlie ci\il disorders in China had reached siicli a
height, that all kinds of things were made to serve instead of money, such as
little round bits of iron, short dresses, and even pieces of pasteboard.

At tlie beginning of the reign of Ilientsung of the Tang dynasty, about
A.D. 807, copper coin had become so scarce that the manufacture of vases
and copper utensils was again prohibited

;
and the emperor compelled rich

families and traders coining to the capital, to deposit their coin in the public
chests, and gave them in excliange written orders which were received every-
where, and to which they gave the name of fei tsicn, orflying coin. However,
three years had scarcely elapsed before government was obliged to suppress
this paper money, which indeed never came into vogue in the provinces.

Taitsung, founder of the Sung dynasty, a.d. 960, pennitted merchants to
store their silver and precious articles in the different public treasuries, and

the checks they received in return were called pien tsien, or con-

venient money, and were everywhere eagerly taken up. By the year 997»
there were 1,700,000 taels’ worth of this paper in circulation, and in the year
1021, this sum had been increased by more than 1,300,000 taels.

It was in the state of Shuh, the present province of Sz’chuen, that the true
paper money was first introduced

;
these were notes issued without beino-

guarantied by some hypothecated value. A certain Chang Yung
introduced them to take tlie place of tlie iron money, which was inconve-

niently heavy and troublesome. These bills were called chih-tsi or

evidences. During the reign of Chintsung of the Sung dynasty (a.d. 997-1u22),

this practice was followed, and the notes were called kidu-tsz’ or

changelings. They were made payable every tliree years
;
thus, in 65 years

they were redeemable 22 times
;
each note was worth a thousand cash or a

tael of pure silver. Fifteen of the richest houses managed this financial
operation; but in course of time they were unable to fulfill their enga o-ements
and all became bankrupt, which gave rise to many lawsuits. The emperor
annulled the notes of this company, and deprived his subjects of the power to
issue bank-bills, reserving it to himself to establisli a bank of issue at Yih-
chau. By the year 1032, there were more than 1,2.56,340 taels’ worth of
‘changelings’ in circulation in China. In 1068, having ascertained that
counterfeits were issued, the government made a law that persons making false
bills should be punished the same as those who falsified government orders.
Later than this, and at different applications, banks for the issue of the kiau
tsz' were established in many provinces, and the notes of one province were
not circulated in another. Their terms of payment and modes of circulation
too, varied at different times.

’

Under the emperor Kautsung in a.d. 1131, it was attempted to make a
military establishment at VViichau, but as the requisite funds did not come
in without great difficulty, the officers charged with the matter proposed to

the Board of Revenue, to issue kwcin Isz' T- or due bills, with which
they could pay the sutlers of the troops

; and which should be redeemable at
a special office. Abuses soon crept into the details of this plan, and the
people began to murmur. Later, and under the same reign, similar due-
bills to these were put into circulation in other provinces. During the reign
of this same monarch, the Board of Revenue issued a new sort of paper

money called hivui tsz’ or exchanges

;

these were, at first, payable
only in the province of Chehkiang and thereabouts, but they soon extended to
all parts of the empire The paper of which they were made was originally
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fabricated only in the cities ofH'm-chau and Chi-chau in Kiangnan; sub-

sequently, it was also manufactured in Chingtii fu in Sz’chuen, and Linngan
fii in Chehkiang. The hwni-lsz' first issued were worth a string of a thousand

cash ($1.33 nearly); but under the reign of Hiau-tsung in 1163, they were
issued of the value of 500, 300, and 200 cash each. In five years, i. e. up to the

7th month of the year 1166, there had already been sent out more than ^,000,-
000 taels’ worth of these notes

;
and by the eleventh month of this year, this sum

had been increased 15,600,000 taels. During the further sway of the Sung
dynasty, the number of the hwui-tsz' was constantly on the increase ; and
besides this description of note, there were some of the kiau-tsz' still extant,

and notes of private individuals current in the provinces ; so that the country

was inundated with paper notes, which were daily depreciated in value, in

spite of all the modifications and changes the govermnent adopted to aug-

ment their circulation.

At last, unlor the reign of Li-tsung of the same dynasty, in 1264, the

minister Kia Sz’-tau, seeing their value so small, endeavored to substitute

for a part of the kumi-tsz\ some new assignats which he called yin kwan

or silver obligations. Those hwui-tsz’ which were technically named

“seventeen terms” were withdrawn entirely; and three of those called “eigh-
teen terms ” were exchanged for one note of the new currency which bore

the character Ida But although even those bills which were torn were

received in pay for taxes, the minister was not able to get the treasury paper
into circulation, nor to lessen the price of commodities.
During the latter part of tlie sway of the Sung princes, in the south of

China, the northern provinces were ruled by the Niu-chi, a Tongusian race
which had founded a new empire under the name of Kin or Gold, and whose
princes are known in Persian and Arabian histories under the name of Altoun
khan. The wars w-hich constantly devastated the whole of China had great-

ly impoverished all the provinces of that fair land
;
so much so that in a.d.

11.55, copper had become very scarce in the kingdom of Kin, and banks of

issue were established in consequence on the plan of those of the kiau-tsz’ of
the Sung emperors. The notes for 2000, 4000, 8000, and 10,000 cash were
called great notes

;

and those of 100, 300, 700, and 900 cash were named little

notes

;

the period of each was seven years, after which the old notes were ex-

changed for new ones. Offices of issue were opened in all the provinces, and
government retained fifteen cash out of every thousand to defray the expense
of fabrication and registration of the notes.

In the latter part of the 13th century, the Mongols made themselves masters

of China, and founded the Yuen dynasty, a.o. 1279-1367. Even prior to the

entire submission of China (1260 to 1263), Kublai had introduced these notes

among the Mongols
;
in 1284, he ordered the statesman Lii Shi-jung to draw

up a plan for his consideration respecting the issue of new paper money. It

took place in 1287, and after that the Mongols only thought of increasing the

number of their notes in circulation, which they called pau chdu Ifli
or precious bills.* Those rated at a thousand cash, issued between 1264 and
1294, replaced those valued at 5000 cash, which had been created during the

years 1260-1263. They were fabricated from the bark of the paper mulberry,

* It is this description of note which Marco Polo speaks of, and the terms he
uses lead one to suppose that he himself regarded it as a masterly contrivance
to raise a revenue ; though the past experience of the people under their own
princes of the Sung must have shown them the disastrous result in which this

extension of a paper currency would nltimate. His account of it is as follows :

—

With regard to tlic money of Kainbula, the great khan may be called a perfect
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(Broiissonetia), and were a Chinese foot square. Tliose valued at tOOO cash

during the years 1308-1311, took the place of those rated at 5000 cash during
the years 1264-1294 ;

they were worth a tael of pure silver, or a mace of pure

gold. In this 'vay, the government was reimbursed for the capital of the first

issue, by a fifth of their value, and with a twentieth of the second emission.

Before the close of the dynasty, this paper money had already lost much of

its credit; and in 1351, government had been obliged still to make other

changes in the system, but all its efforts and schemes were insutficient to

raise their value, and the Mongols were driven out of China, which they had
beggared with their pdu chdu.

This state of things obliged the emperors of Ming, who now came in, not

only to uphold tlie pan cMu, but even to issue new notes. In 1375, six kinds

were put in circulation, bearing respectively the rates of 1000, 500, 300, 200
and 100 cash, the highest being worth a tael of silver. The people were pro-

hibited from employing gold, silver, or jewels in traffic. The value of these

notes gradually fell till seventeen cash in paper notes were only worth thir-

teen in copper. It appears that these princes greatly augmented the quantity

of notes in circulation
;
for in 1448, a note of 1,000 cash was worth only three

copper cash. Government tried to retrieve the disgrace of its paper, by pro-

hibiting the people from using copper coin, and forcing them to receive the

assignats. Seven years later, an ordinance was promulgated making it legal

to pay the duties in the markets of the two capitals (Nanking and Peking) in

these notes. However, these measures did not produce the desired effect,

and the chdu gradually disappeared from trade
;
at least, history makes no

mention of them after a.d. 1455.

The Manchus have never attempted the issue of paper money
; for these

barbarians, though ignorant of the fundamental principals of all good finan-

ciering, still know that the more a state acknowledges its debts, the r>cher

and happier it is.

In Japan, paper money is called kami-zeni. Its introduction there dates in

the reign of the dairi Go Daigo no tenoo, between 1319-1331. It has never
been used in that land to replace the copper currency, and the value of the

notes has always been nearly maintained. We do not know whether they
are still in use, but it appears certain that they were in circulation during
the space of sixty or seventy years.

alchymist, for he make.s it himself. He orders to collect the bark of a certain tree,
whose leaves are eaten by the worms that spin silk. The thin rind between the bark
and the interior wood is taken, and from it cards arc formed like those of paper, all

black. He tlien causes them to be cut into pieces, and each is declared worth respec-
tively half a livre, a whole one, a silver grosso of Venice, and so on to the value of ten
bezants. All these cards arc stamped with his seal, and so many are fabricated, that
they would buy all the treasuries in the world. He makes all his payments in them,
and circulates them through the kingdoms and provinces over which he holds dominion

;

and none dares to refuse them under pain of death. All the nations under his sway
receive and pay this money for their merchandise, gold, silver, precious stones, and
whatever they transport, buy, or sell. The merchants often bring to liim goods worth
400,000 bezants, and he pays them all in these cards, which they willingly accept, be-
cause they can make purchases with them throughout the whole empire. He fre-
quently commands those who have gold, silver, cloths of silk and gold, or other pre-
cious commodities, to bring them to him. Then he calls twelve men skillful in
these matters, and commands them to look at the articles, and fix their price. What-
ever they name is paid in these cards, which the merchant cordially receives. In this
manner the great sire possesses all the gold, silver, pearls, and precious stones in hi.s

dominions. When any of the cards are torn or spoiled, the owner carries them to the
place whence they were issued, and receives fresh ones, with a deduction of 3 per cent.
If a man wishes gold or silver to make plate, girdles, or other ornaments, he goc.; to
the office, carrying a sufficient number of cards, and gives them in payment for the
quantity which he requires. This is the reason why the khan has more treasure than
any other lord in the world ; nay, all the princes in the world together have not an
equal amount.

—

Murray’s Polo, page 137.
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Some I'lirtlier notices of this paper money are also given by Baron

Chaiidoir in his Recueil de Monnaies de la Chine, etc., page 55 et seq.,

in winch also are to be found fac-siniile engravings of the bills of

the emperor Hungwu of the Ming dynasty, and of bills of exchange

now in use. The statements the Baron makes in his account of the

enormous sums swindled from the people by the Mongol emperors,

amounting to more than one hundred millions of taels in seventv

years, goes a good way to explain their rapid e.xpulsion from the

country by the soldiers of Hungwh.

Art. II. The Chdng-pch Shan, or Long White Mountains of Man-

churia.

This little known range of mountains is famous among the Manchus

as the original seat of their forefathers; and in its recesses they still

maintain their primitive manners—an ignorant, rude, and almost

savage race. The Long White Mountains lie between the headwaters

of the Songari and Ilourha on the north, and the Tu-men and Yaluh

rivers, on the south
;
they are a continuation of the Sihata or Sih-hih-

tih shan, which run near the ocean in a northeasterly direction, and

are prolonged westward into the tn shan and Inner Hingan ranges.

They lie between lats. 4:T and 45° N., and separate Manchuria from

Corea during part of their course, forming a lofty barrier against the

ingress of an enemy into either country.

On the Chinese maps, a division is made between the Chdng-peh

shin, ^ ^ |ij lying north of Corea, and the Sian-peh shan
/J\ ^

jXj between the Songari and Yaluh rivers; the latter is said to be

the least elevated of the two. In Amiot’s Eloge de Moukden, the Long

White, or Great White Mts. are frequently mentioned as forming

the bulwark of Manchuria on the south, but Kienlung, the imperial

author of that work, makes no distinction between the whole range

and a single peak called the White Mt. One summit of great height,

to be seen from a long distance, and probably covered with perpetual

Slow, has given its name to the range; and this, we think, ha^ caused

the confusion, for the Chinese are not in the habit of di.<tin<Tuishin(T

very accurately on these points. In Klaproth’s M6moires relatifs A

I’Asie, Vol. I., page 455, there is an account of a visit to this lofty

mount. tin, which, though meagre and unsatisructory, still furnishes a

few notices, and we hero quote it :
—
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Witli llic fixcepUoti of some Jesuits, cnnimissionedi by the emperor Ivanghi

nearly a century ago to make a map of Rnstern Turtttry, no European has ever

penetrated into the country of tlie Mancluis, lying north of Corea, from which
it is sepairated by a chain of snowy mountains called in Cliinese Chang-peli

ahan, and in Manchu Golmen-shanyan alin, i. e. the Long White Mts. I

think, therefore, that an account of a journey into this country, translated from

the original Manchu, will not be uninteresting to the reader.

In 1677, the emperor Kanghi dispatched one of his courtiers named Ou-
mouna, a rnen)ber of the Imperial Clan, to visit the White Mt., and make a

description of it In his edict, his Majesty remarked that this mountain was
situated in the happy region which was the theatre of the glory of his first

ancestors
;
but as there was no one in Peking well acquainted with (he coun-

try he had sent Oumouna there, not only to make a description of it, but also

to sacrifice to the tutelary spirits of the mountain.

Oumouna, charged at the same time to describe the district of Ninguta, left

Peking in June, by way of Moukden, for the city of Kirin. There, and in all

the country of Ninguta, he in vain sought for a guide to conduct him to the

summit of the Great White Mt.
;
he could only hear of an old man, born in

the country of Ekhe-neien, who in his youth had heard his father say it was
no great distance from this place to the mountain

;
and further, that he had

been there in chase of deer, and that a huntei-, who had killed one of tlieee

animals there, had brought it on his back to Ekh6-ne'ien. Oumouna left Kirin-

ula on the 2d ofthe 6th moon, and reached Ekh6-ne'ien aftera difficult journev

;

from this place, he sent men with axes to open a road through the deep forests,

and enjoined on them at the same time to ascertain the distance it ’ as to the

White Mt. Ten days after, they reported that tlioy had penetrated thirty li

to a small low mountain, from whence they could discern the Great White
Ml by climbing a high tree, and tliat it did not appear very far ofl’; the en-

tire distance from this place, they estimated at 170 to 180 li.

From a second report, Oumouna ascertained that from the top of a moun-
tain they had obtained a much better sight of the object of their visit, appa-
rently about a hundred li off, but that its summit was enveloped in clouds
and mists. Hereupon, Oumouna and his suitj left on the 13th for this place,

traveling two days, early in the morning of the third, they heard the cries of
some cranes, and at the came time a thick fog covered tlie country so that

neither the mountain nor the way bef ire them could be seen. Obliged to go
where the cries of the cranes led them, they soon met a foot-path traced by
the deer, which seemed to them to lead to the White Mt., nor were they de-

ceived. Near the mountain, (hoy entered a pleasant grove, in the middle of
which there was a small plain of a circular shape. About half a U from (iiis

spot they came to a place surrounded with a kind of tree called .tadjoulon,

which appeared to have been planted by the hand of man
;
they were mixed

with fragrant shurhs, and the ground was covered with yellow flowers.

Oumouna here left his horses and about half his train, and pursued his

journey afoot, accompanied by a small party. As the clouds and mists pre-

vented the sight of the White Mh, he resolved to recite the prayers addressed
to the tutelary genii of tlie place, which the emperor had charged him to

remember to do. Scarcely had he commenced, when the mists dissolved, and
showed the mountain before them in all its beauty, and discovered a path
v/hich led to it. The air was pure and invigorating, and they saw tlie outline

of the mountain, on the summit of which rested only a few thin clouds. At
first, the road was passable, but it rapidly became more difficult The tra-

velers went over more than a hundred li
;
in ascending, they tucked up then-

garments, traveling over snow incrasted with ice, which bore the appearance
of having remained year after year without meh.ing. On reaching the top,

they found there a pi lin surrounded by five lofty peaks, and a lake between
them, thirty and forty li in circuit.

VOL. x.\ ,\0. VI. 33
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Oumouna, drawing near to the lake, saw on the opposite northern shore a

bear, which appeared very small at this distance. The tops of four of the

peaks leaned over so much that they seemed ready to fall
;
the fifth, on the

south, was erect and not so high as the others, and its base was fashioned

like a door. They saw many rivulets and streams in the mountain which
flowed north to the Songari river, and others flowing south into the Great
and Little Neien. The envoy remained some time to examine the mountain,

and after offering another sacrifice, be prepared to descend. He had scarcely

gone a few furlongs, when he saw on a height not far off, a flock of deer

running towards him, and to his great surprise, they threw themselves down
from on the cliff one after another, till seven of them were killed. Oumouna
regarded this extraordinary incident as a particular favor of the tutelary spi-

rits of the mountain, thus making, in fact, a useful gift to his Majesty’s envoy,

who was short of provisions. When he reached the foot of the mountain, he
dressed the deer, and again worshiped the spirits to testify his sense of their

favor. Having nothing more to do in the place he took his leave, and instant-

ly the summit of the mountain was again enveloped in mists and clouds. On
his return to Ninguta, he drew up a description of the country, and returned

to Court on the 21st day of the 8th moon. Kanghi was delighted with the

success of his mission, and ordered the Board of Rites to give a new honorary

title to the tutelary spirits of the While Mu, who had treated his ambassador
so well.

The date of this visit is previous t^ the survey made by the Jesuits,

but the account given by Du Halde (Vol. II., p. 245), compiled from

their memoirs, makes no reference to it
;
while neither their maps,

nor their descriptions, afford data from which to locate the peak. Its

most probable situation is in lat. 42° N., and long. 127^° E., near the

frontiers of Corea, between the Tume i and Yaluh rivers. None of

the Europeans who saw the mountain ascended it, and we are rather

inclined to take the evidence of Oumouna that it is covered with ice,

than of the Jesuits that the whiteness is owing to sand. Du Halde’s

authoritis affirm it to be the highest mountain in Manchuria; the

rocks on the top resemble five broken pyramids, and are usually en-

veloped in fogs and vapors. They call the peak itself the Ever-While

Mt., while they apply t same name to the whole range. The range

of the Ching-peh shSn does i t rise to a great elevation, if we should

judge by the productions of the region, and the forests which cover

their slopes; and the descent from that part of the fn-shdn and the

8‘cppe north of the Sird-muren River, is considerable.
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Imitatedfrom the Chinese.

Spring is coming—spring is come !

Tliro’ the buds the Bunbeams glancing,

And the unfetter’d streams are dancing
Welcome springtide home

!

Spring is coming—spring is come '

In the wind the psach-bloom flying,

Lilies on the water lying :

Welcome springtide home

'

Spring is coming—spring is come '

Fresh and gentle breeies blowing,
Evening’s lovely radiance glowing •

Welcome springtide home

'

Spring is coming—spring is come '

Glowing on our robes, as even
Lights the occidental heaven

:

Welcome springtide home

'

Spring is coining—spring is come !

Bring the golden cups, preparing

Welcomes, for the guests are nearing
Welcome! welcome home'

From the Chinese.

Day by day the year progresses,

Year by year old age comes on

;

Spring the earth in garlands dresses.

Moons revolve, and spring is gone.

Since the hours of time are flying,

O ! enjoy those flying hours
;

Sorrow when life’s flowers are dying.
Will not wake the dying flowers.

From the Chinese.

Of the long year, the flowrets bloom
But one short season,—and of this.

Few are their hours of light and bliss
;

To kiss the dews,—to shed perfume,

—

Dance in the breeze,—and then decay
And die—as die the clouds—away.

Unseen, unknown, imprison’d, they
Thro’ summer, autumn, winter, pass;
Thro’ heat and cold ;—their little day
Of spring- life dawns ;—and then, alas !

They smile—contented with their fate,

—

They smile and die—the desolate !

Yet even that little life is gloOmed
In sorrow :— pilfered by the bee

;

By the rough storm-wind shaken ; doomed
To the worm-cankered atony.

A misty morn—a frosty hour.
Deadens the leaves, and kills the flower.

O, spare them—spare them in their reign.

Their swift and feeble reign—so short
When longest—and at best, so vain;
O, not in vanity or sport.

Tear them from their maternal stems.
But let them rear their diadems.

Canton, June 25th, lb51. John Bowriso.
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Art, IV. The Army of the Chinese Empire: its two great divisions,

the Bannermen or National (rtiard, and the Green Standard or

Provincial Troops : their organization, locations, pay, condition,

Sgc. By T. F. W.\DE. (Continuedfrom page 2S0.)

The Pu-kiun Yirig,{lit. Foot Force) or Gendarmery, is under an of.

ficer known in this capacity,* as the Pii-kiun tungling (1/S), Captain-

general of the Gendarmery, or Kiii-mun Tituh, General of the Nine

Gates, who must be a Manchu or a Mongol. He is promoted from

Minister of the Palace (see Imperial Guard), tvtiing or fu-tUtnng of

the Banners, Captain-general of the Leading or Flank Divisions, or

divisional general (tsimg-pmg, 2a) of Genddrmeiy. Of these last,

there are two under him, one of the left wing, the other of the right.

The civilians attached to the ying are, 1 langchung (5a), 2 yuen

wailang (53), and 2 chit-shi (6a), who form a secretariat, and a tri-

bunal for the hearing of such cases as are reported to this yamun
;

1

sz’-icS (8a), keeper of records and accounts
;
and 12 pihtihshi to

translate.

The military officers of Bannermen, are 2 yih-yii (3a), one over

each wing, and 2 assistant pang-p in yih-yii (33) ;
24 kieh-yii (4a),

and 2\fu-yit (5a), or one to each Banner of every nation; to each

Manchu Banner, 24 piikiun kidu (5a), lieutenants, and 5 weishu pu-

kiun kidii (6 a), sub-lieutenants, and to each Mongol and Hankiun

Banner, 9 lieutenants, and 2 sub-lieutenants. These have immediate

charge of the Banner soldiery of the corps, who were to consist, in

1812, of 2 lingtsui and 18 pu-kiun from every Manchu and Mongol

tsoling’s company, and of I lingtsui and 12 piikiun from under every

tsoling of the Hankiun. Their numbers in 1825 were

Manchu. Mongol. H.inhiun.

Eingtsui 1,356 408 266

Pukiun 13,560 4,080 3,452

'I'he lingtsui are chosen from the pukiun, promotion going always

within the Banner in which a vacancy occurs
;
the recruit

* He is, in general, a pluralist extraordinary. Tlie late tungling Wanking,
degraded last year for connecting himself with a magician whose confessions

went to implicate a large number of nobles and public servants, was a Reader
at the Classical Feasts, Manchu President of the Board of Civil Office, Revisor-

general of the Veritable Records of the reign, a Superior of the Academy, Su-

pervisor of the Household, tutung of a Banner, superintendent of the Gymna-
sium in the Ning-shau Palace, and of the Treasuries ofvhe Board of Revenue,

and Viiiitor of llie 17 Granaries in the City, and at Tnnochau
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from able bodied supernumeraries of ibe Paid Force, or from men in

the private service of Baanermen.*

'I'here also belong to this ying 18 Manchu and 7 Hankiun citing

mun-ling (4,S), warders, and mun-li, (7a) clerks of the Gates, in the

same number and proportion as the warders, with 32 Hankiun tnun

tsien-tsung (6a), subalterns of the gates. The duty of giving alarm,

at any emergency, rests with the sin-pdn tsung-kwan (4a), officer in

general charge of signal-guns, under whom are 4 Manchu, and 4

Hankiun, kien-shau sin-pda kwan (5a), officers in the same charge

;

these serve in turn at an alarm station called the White Pagoda.

t

The Chinese contingent of 4,000 cavalry and 6,000 infantry, is

divided into five ying, battalions or cantonments. Centre, South,

North, Left, and Right. The Table on p. 255 shows the rank and

number of their officers, who are distributed thus ;

—

Fotsidng,

Centre.

1

South. J^orlh

.

Left. Right

Tsantsiiing, 1 1 1 1 1

Y ukih. 1 1 1 1 1

Twsz’, 1 1 1 1 1

Shanpf, 4 4 3 3 3

Tsieiitsung, 10 12 8 8 8
Patsung, 20 24 16- 16 16

Waiwei, 30 36 24 24 24

Do. extra. 15 18 12 12 12

The common duty of both Bannermen and Chinese is defined in

the same words
;
they are to keep watch and ward, going their rounds

and giving the alarm. None but Chinese seem to be employed in the

Outer City that lies to the South of the Nine-gated enclosure, pierced

*
I have so rendered kin-jin, who may be slaves regularly bought, or persons

descended from those who originally followed their masters from Manchuria.
They are not registered as hu, the people, but as hu-hid, a lower class than the

people, or as ling-hu, supernumerary population The term kid-jin is also ap-

plied to those who, having been reduced to slavery for a crime, are bestowed on
deserving officers. The Inquiry says that 9.57 of the pukiun who serve at the
altars and temples, the nine gates and a few other, as also at the lakes in the
gardens, are chosen from the adults or bltives of the families in which vacancir s

occur. They are all Manchus or Mongols. The rest may be kid-jin, whether
slaves purchased with the stamped record, required by a law of Kienlung, or

without it, returned convicts, or reduced soldiers. If there be not enough in the
tsoling company in which there is a vacancy, or in the companies under the
tsdnling, a Manchu or Mongol vacancy may be filled up by any Hankiun super-
numerary of the whole Banner; so with Hankiun vacancies. If the death of
a pfikiun leaves his family in destitution, his near relative may succeed him.
El^ves, past 2.5 years of age, who have been struck off the roll for incompetence
in horse archery, are also eligible.

t These officers were omitted in the Table on p. 254, where there is another
error to correct in the same corps. The officers of the Gendarmery of the 4th
grade should be 50, not '.19; and of the 5th, 368 not 360.
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outwards by seven gates of its own
;
and they, although generically

a part of the p7l~kiun ying, are distinctively styled siun-pu, ‘ perambu-

lating thief-takers.’ They have not for all that any special claim to

80 ill an eminence, as the apprehension of thieves and vagabonds by

the rest of the force, is duly performed by 24 Manchu, 8 Mongol, and

8 Hankiun subalterns, each commanding eight men of his Banner,

detailed like himself for this particular duty, and having the words

pH-tau, ‘ thief hunting,’ prefixed to his official designation.

The term Gendarmcry sounding in our ears less martial than those

applied to the other corps in Peking, I may be thought to have been

too diffuse in writing of this; but the safety and order of the city and its

inhabitants are more immediately in the charge of this body than of

any other. Its troops are scattered about in small detachments for

purposes of surveillance day and night, disposed as follows;—In the

Hwfing-ching, or Imperial Inclosure surrounding the Precinct, 90

guards of 12 pukiun each mount under 16 subalterns, two being de-

tached from every Banner. One subaltern and 120 pukiun from every

Banner have care of its pathways, and water-courses or canals. These

are all Manchus. There are moreover, in the Hwing-ching, 112

street-barriers which are in the custody of the 8 Banners (I believe)

Manchu : their apportionment is irregular. Each of these Barriers is

is in charge of pukiun additional, unless it be sufficiently near a

guard to be within its observation.

For the Nui-ching, or Inner City, to which there are nine principal

gates, and which surrounds the Imperial Inclosure, the Bannermen

of the three nations take 626 guards, the Hankiun being the fewest of

these, as the Manchus are by much the most numerous. Every

guard mounts 12 men, save one of the Plain Yellow Banner of Man-

chus which mounts but 5; the whole are under the daily command of

five Manchu subalterns of every Banner, and two Mongol and HSn-

kiun. For the extinction of fires, every Manchu Banner is supplied

with 12, and Mongol and Hankiun with 4, fire-buckets. The street-

barriers are 1 199, distributed irregularly among the Banners, and man-

ned as in the Hwlng-ching. The Centre cantonment of the Chine.se

Qendarmery, which is divided into five guard-stations, furni.«hes 250

small posts of one horse and one foot soldier each, and the North, Left,

and Right cantonments, each divided into 4 stations give respectively

124, 162, and 110 similar posts. Every guard-station has a left and a

right round, which again contains a head-beat and an under-beat ; the

round is in charge of a tsientsung, and the beat of a pa-tsung. I’he

South cantonment furnishes no guard* in the Inner City, and the only
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Barriers in it in charge of the Chinese are 12, in the custody of the

Centre ying. In the Wii-ching, or City beyond and to the South of

the Nui-ching, there are 43 smill posts of Chinese set over its seven

gates; a tsientsung and 2 patsung being daily on duty over the whole :

what cantonments supply these does not appear, but the South, with

its 0 guard-stations, gives 295 posts and 289 barrier-guards. Each

cantonment is allowed a small number of fire-buckets.

There are likewise under the wardens of the Gates, 320 cavalry of

the hiau-ki, or Paid Force, each Banner supplying its own gate; 640

gate-guard oipukinn, Manchu and Mongol taking the nine gates of

the Inner, and Hinkiun the seven of the Outer City; two HAnkiun

artillerymen on the nine, and two of the cavalry on the seven gates,

serving tl."*. guns. The horse barriers of the streets leading from the

nine gates are under one subaltern and ten pukiun each; they are

locked at i ght, and the key intrusted to ti e subaltern on duty.

The alarm station of the White Pagoda has 4 lingtsui and 8 artillery-

men of H tnkiun detached to it, and pfikiun, and is provided with

5 cannon, 5 flags, and 5 lamps; the cannon are not fired unless a

metallic plate kept in the Palace, on which is written ‘ His Majesty is

pleased to direct that the cannon be fi ed,’ is brought to the officer on

duty by a high officer of the Presence, or of some yamun. The

alarm thus g en, the flags are displayed in the daytime, and the lamps

at night; an 1 t'l^ five guns at each of the nine gates repeat it, while

flags or lamps are ho'.sted as at the Pagoda. Any of the gates may

give the larm, if there he occasion, without any signal being nude

from the Pagoda, and <l' the rest follow its example.

Upon hearing this, all on duty are of course on the alert; from the

nobles in the Precinct to the pukiun on the posts of the beat, all

stand to arms at their appointed tions ; those not on duty also equip

themselves, ii d move to the point of rendezvous assigned their corps

or service. The Bannermen of the > m/z rep.hr to the walls; the

Chinese, or siun-pu to the defense of the draw-bridges w thout them.*

* Tlie Guards of the left-wing assemble outside the Tung-hw.i mun, the great
"ate in the east of the wall nearest but one to the Imperial apartments ; the
ri htwing, without the Si-hwa mun, a corresponding gate on the opposite side ;

l.ie military of the Household, without the Sliin-wu, in the north of the same
inclosure. The Leading and Flank Divisions send all of the two Yellow
Banners to the Ti-ngan, a gate in the north centre of a much larger inclosure
surrounding that aboveinentioned

; the two white, to the Tun^-an, in the east,

the Red to the Si-an, in the west, and the Blue to the Tien-an in the south.
The Captains-general of the Leading division go to the Wp. mun, the great
Meridian gate, which stands within any yet named, and wait for orders

;
as do

the tfitang and of the Paid Force, who occupy the great thorough-
fares of the city between the last inclosure and the ramparts, according to their
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Tlie fire-stations have been mentioned under the hidv~ki ying, "’ho

take this duty turnabout with the pukiun ; at the Si-hwa Gate the

latter always post a kieh-yu and a subaltern. The fire-guard is relieved

every fifth day, the hiduki being marched up by a ts'dnling, who with

the ptikiun subaltern in charge of the keys, and an officer deputed by

the Board of War, muster the guard to see that the roll is full, and

that no unauthorized exchanges of duty have been made; and men of

the fire-guard can only be passed out to buy provisions on the report

of the pdkiun at the gates or barriers. Two or three file are allowed

out for this purpose every forenoon
;
the guard being prohibited from

drawing up articles of food over the wall on which it stands.

There appear then to be on daily duty of watch and ward more

than 15,0v>0 men, or very nearly half the strength of the corps
;
and

but 203 subalterns, or one third of the whole both of Bannermen and

Chinese. When the Emperor leaves Peking, the guards are increas-

ed
;
if for Yuen-ming Yuen 4 hiek-yu, 12 subalterns, and 640 lingtsui

and pu-kiun, follow his Majesty to the Yuen, where they mount fifty

guards of thirteen men each.

In Peking, daring the night the pukiun strike the hollow bam-

boo that marks a watch, and pass tokens inscribed with the number of

the watch of the night from hand to hand. They allow no one past

the Barriers until the officer, on whose beat they are, is assured that

the person is a messenger of the Emperor, or of one of the chief

bureaus, or one sent on a matter connected with birth, burial, or

sickness. For all others, if they be Imperial nobles, their names are

taken down, and his Majesty’s pleasure is, next day, prayed regarding

them by the tungling, to whom the names must be sent
;

if officers

or women, the pdkiun see them home; if not officers, detain them;

the tungling’s office, in either case, deciding on the morrow, the

penalty of their trespass. Certain of the gates may be opened earlier

and closed later than usual, on the occasion of the monthly Iev6e, or

when the Household require water to be brought into the Palace for

B innprg The Bordered Yellow spreads from the Kii-lau, or Drum-tower, to the

new Bridge-arcade ;
then, passing the street m which stands the College of the

Prefecture, it extends northward to the ramparts. The Plain White continuea

the line soiith from the College-street to a street beyond the four Tablets of

Honor east ;
whence tlie Bordered White takes up ground, till it reach“8 the

ntrle 'Vablet of Honor, east, and from this the Plain Blue runs down tofhe Tsung-

wati Gate in the east of the south wall. The irregularity of the streets on the

N E causes the Plain Yellow to occupy more ground than the Bordered, but it

rUewise commences from the Drum-tower, and lines the passages to the street

*V \1a the Chwang-yuen , the Plain Red spreads thence to beyond the four

T blets west ;
the'"Bordered Red thence to the single Ti'.let, west ; and the

Bordered Blue from this to the Siuen-wu g.Ue, in the west of the south wall.
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the celebration of sacrifices
;
but only under the written authority of

the Board of War; also when his Majesty is at Yuen-ming Yuen, or

in the Nan Yuen, and it becomes necessary to send papers to him.

Persons leaving the city on Imperial missions during the night, must

produce a token, of which a corresponding part is kept in the Captain-

general’s office. This has elaborate differences with reference to the

gate by which the messenger is proceeding.

At the Iev6e, the mkiun keep order without the Meridian gate,

and are responsible for the cleanliness of the approaches. When the

Emperor keeps a vigil, the Captain-gener d, I yih-yu, 2 kieh~yu, and

2fu-yu, watch with him within the temple, while a tsdntsiang and a

yukih command the most important outlets, 16 subalterns of pUkiun

with 168 men, plant 24 sentries within the inclosing wall, and 2

captains and 8 subalterns of siuii-pu with 160 infantry, 40 sentries

without it. If his Majesty goes on an excursion, one of the two

divisional generals, and a considerable force of pit-kiun and siun-pv,

are attached to his escort; at the Triennial Review they surround his

own encampment; and when his carriage moves they repair and

cleanse the ways along which it must proceed, and pitch a sort of

tent-canopy in certain places for him to pass under.

They have it in constant charge, to prevent the roads and streets

from being broken up, and to preserve a highway for light carriages in

the middle, and another for heavy carts at the sides
;
mat-stalls are not

allowed to protrude so as to interfere with the progress of the carts, nor

sheds of mat to be built against the ramparts. Houses of Baiinermen

must not be left to go to rum so as to impair the regularity of tlie

streets, nor may their occupants pull them down without rebuilding

them, be it ever so poorly. Bannermen changing their residence,

or purchasing property elsewhere in the city, register at the pu-kiun

office. During the second and third months of the year a report is made,

to it that the sewers, &-c., of the Inner City have been cleansed.
(
The

Board of Works and the sz’, an office under the Metropolitan

Censors of Circuit, have a share of this branch of service.) When the

grain ration is issued from the granaries, a detachment of the siun~pu

marshal the vehicles sent to fetch it, so as to prevent confusion.

The office of this ying is of course the one charged with the preven-

tion of robberies, murders, ifcc., or the detection of those guilty of these

crimes or the like ; and in addition to all this, the charge of the dress

and decorum of all classes devolves upon it It is not stated who of

its establishment are deputed to enforce the regulitions regarding

uniform and other matters, but a list of olYeiises of which it takes

39VOL. XX .NO. VI.
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cognizance is given. From the Imperial nobility down to the ple-

beian, none are to wear clothes, or use equipages to which they are

not entitled
;
no play-houses are allowed within the walls; persons

entitled to distinctions of rank are not to divest themselves thereof, or

to frequent places of common resort without them : monopoly of grain

is to be prevented, as well as the clandestine export of it without

the city ; tradesmen may not, without license, lend money on notes

or property, nor take interest above the legal rate, viz., 36 per cent.
;

and story-tellers, persons propagating the heterodox religion of the

Lord of Heaven, clippers and coiners of the currency, are all alike

offenders, liable to arrest at the order of the Gendarmery Office. Where

an arrest is ordered, officers are rewarded, if it be speedily effected,

by notice of their names, privates with a badge or gratuity; dilatori-

ness beyond the term prescribed, connivance for a bribe or otherwise,

being of course punishable. Penalties are inflicted upon persons

whose offense is not such as to deserve transportation in the lowest

of the 5 degrees, by the Office
:
graver charges are forwarded with

the depositions to the Board of Punishments. Complaints lodged at

the office, if serious are reported to the Throne by the Captain-general ;

if not, communicated to the head of the jurisdiction in which the

complainant resides; the Crown being advised from month to month

of the number of such appeals made to him. When a Bannerman is

sentenced to the cangue, either by the Board of Punishments, or on

the requisition of this Office, the latter is responsible for his exposure,

which takes place at a different gate according to the Banner of the

culprit. If a prisoner sentenced tO the cangue for the rest of his life,

survives ten years, he may be brought before the Board of Punish-

ments, who, on reconsideration of his case, may order him to be

exiled or set free.

'Yhe pu-kiun Bannermen practice with the bow on foot; the cavalry

at the gates, with the matchlock ; the sinn-pu likewise with the bow',

and in the spring and autumn with the matchlock : in the autumn they

work the cannon on the walls, Of 1937 pieces over the nine gates of

the Outer city, 1873 are supposed to be serviceable : viz., 94 of'certain

victory;’ 1729 of ‘divine mechanism;’ and 50 on the alarm stations

spoken of before. Some of the rest are 1300 lbs. weight; they are

never fired, and some have been long laid up in store.

The Yuen-niing Yuen Division requires but a brief notice. It

consists of 3672 hhkiun (flankmen), 300 mtkia (mailcoat cavalry),

1 176 61^ves drawing rations, atid 650 without rations. These are

of all (he Eight Banners and of all three races. There are beside a few
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pdu-i of the three Banner.? superior, of whom we shall speak presently.

They are included, officers and men, in the Yuen-rning Yuen detail on

page 254.

The whole are under the chief command of an Imperial noble,

styled, as in the Light and Artillery Divisions, tsungtung td-chin,

superintending minister holding the seal, under whom are a number)

it is not stated how large, of nobles with the same title, but not hold-

ing the seal.

The correspondence, &c., is managed by two yingtsung, marshals

of the camp, two ts’dnling (3a), four subalterns {kidu) with 8 pihtih-

shi; all having the prefi.x hieh-li shi-w't. The soldiery are officered

by eight yingtsung (3a), 8 ts’dnling, 16 fu-ts’dnling (4o), 32 shu

ts’dnling (5a), 123 lieutenants, and 123 sub-lieutenants. These are

evenly apportioned among the Banners, and take the prefix hikiun

e.xplained on p. 261, and which, it should have been remarked, is

common to the Flank Division, and to the Inner and Outer corps of

Artillery. There are pihtihshi, apparently under the orders of the

S yingtsung, specified as moving with his seal (kwan-fdng)

,

which

must not be mistaken for the yin, or stamp, of the minister in chief

command.

The corps is disposed of in 124 guard-stations at the Yuen, those on

duty being relieved every three days. Their duties are those of guards

and patrols, of which the pdu-i take a part ; their armament consists

of 1242 bows, 29,700 arrows, 1242 quivers, 1210 small swords, 595

halberds, and 1000 matchlocks. During the nights, they pass tokens

of the watch as in other corps at Peking : there are sixteen exchanges

of this token at the Yuen.

The pdu-i, who are styled ‘ of the 3 Banners being of the Household,’

are commanded by a yingtsung with 3 ts'dnling, or one to a Banner,

3 fu-ts’dnling, 3 shn-ts’dnling, 9 lieutenants, and 3 sub-Iieutenanls.

There are 4 piktihshi under the yingtsung. except when all the

officers have the prefix hu-kiun ‘ of flankmen.’ The strength of their

ranks is but 120 hukiun, 30 mdkia,^ and 160 sieves without rations.

Three of the guard-stations in the Yuen are confided to the 3 ts’dn-

ling of the pdu-i, but I am unable to ascertain what duties are per-

formed by the men, who are the only soldiers in name, returned in the

Banner Forces, for whose selection no sufficient rule is given. As

there are none in the garrisons, I shall here insert the table of all

ranks of pdu-i to which allusion was made m page 270,
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Table showing the Strength and Distribctio.v or the Pau-i.

GRADE.
OFFICERS. 1812.

z! u
c- c z c

c ‘u

Paid
Division.

Z h.*

w o

g

^ c
z a
u JS

^ S

c ^
.k 9>

Z. O
- c
s a

S
Flank

Divisi

3

Banners

.Supt

3

Banners

Superior.

5

Banners

Inferior.

3a Tungling. 3
36 Ying-teung. 1

35 Tsan-ling of 3 Banners Superior 15 15 3
65 Do. of 5 Banners Inferior 25

1 45 Fu-tsanling. • 15 15 3
i 45 Tsoling. 15 42

45 Do. (Kik6). 18 10
46 Do. Corean 2
45 Do. Mohammedan 1

6 Kwanling 30 42
41

,
5a Do. (ki-ku) 10

1 55 Weishu tsanling 6 15 3
6a g 99 15 42 9
6a Do. (kiku). 18
6a Do. Corean. 2
6a Do. Mohammedan. 1

6 Fii-kwanling. 30
65 Lan ling chang 12 15
85 3
? Pihtihshi 30 4
? Wei Pihtihsh'

SOLDIERY. 1823.
Leading Division Flankmen 1812 120
Flankroen. 1,200 700 120
L’ng-ttui. 26

1

269
Cavalry (Mailcoat). 5,216 30

Do. Red mail 1.535

Do. Blue mail 3.’I4

Do. White mail. 933
Henchman 1

A'tificers 110

J

Eleves, without rations -1 260 160

The few returned as of the isie.n-fnng, or Leading Division, are

picked from the ku~kiun, or Flank Division for their skill in

certain tricks on horseback; they were formerly known as the kiai-

mn yiog, the ‘ division that let loose the horse.’

The h^^kittn pou-i of the 3 Banners superior, 1200 in number, are

the most expert soldiers of the piu~i of the 3 Banners superior. 'J'hey

are regularly armed and drilled in archery and matchlock firing. They

take twelve guards in the Palace, and accompany hi.s Majesty on

tours and to sacrifices, &c. IUxu-ki of the same Banners watch by

night within the Precinct at thirty-one posts; they are armed and

drilled like the rest, and it is laid down that they shall not he chosen

from discharged, i. e. disgraced artificers of Bannermen. 'I'hese are

all accounted for in th-' chapters relating to the Household, and are
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distinguished from those under the direction of the Banner Court^

who belong all to the 5 inferior, and are attached to the service of

the Imperial nobles of the higher orders in the following proportion ;

—

Orders of nobility. Hdkiun and lingtsui. Red mail and ichite. Blue mail

Order 1st. 40 160 60

„ 2d. 30 120 50

3d. 20 80 40

,, 4th. 16 64 30

„ 5th. 12 48 20

„ 6th. 8 32 20

1'hey act as doorkeepers, &,c
,
to the nobles under whom they serve.

Of the officers it will be seen by comparing the tables, p. 2ti'2, that

their grades are almost all lower than those of officers bearing the

same denominations in other military bodies of Bannermen. Some

not in the above table are of hereditary dignity, but we have no index

to their numbers. In the 3 Banners superior, the promotion is regular

from a ftu-kutu upwards: this subaltern himself rises from xhe hu-kivn,

or soldiery. In the 5 inferior, the ts’dnling is chosen from those hu-icei

(officers in the suites of the nobles, of 3 classes like the shi-ioei of

the sovereign) whose class makes them of the same grade as the

ts'dnling, or from other officers of the 5th or 6th grades
;
the candidates

are named to the Banner Office, by the noble under whom the vacan-

cy has fallen and presented by it to the Emperor. Tsoling of the

lower pnu~i are similarly chosen. The prefix ki-kfi,
‘
flag and drum,’

marks the tsoling bearing it as a director of drill. The Corean tsoling

are hereditary
;
89 men in the company of each, serve as soldiers,

and 59 men in that of the Mohammedan. The kwanling of the 3

Banners superior have the prefix ‘ nui,' inner, indicative of their

connection with the palace
;
their duties in all the Banners are much

the same as those of the tsoling.

The st.ite provides instruction for certain of the military Banner-

men in Peking and at Yuen-rning Yuen, in the Manchu and Chinese

languages, and in archery on horseback. Sons of the Imperial nobi-

lity of the House are placed according to the wing to which they be-

long under six teachers of Manchu, and eight of Chinese, chosen from

men of liter.ary degree, and under six of riding and archery chosen

from retired officers, and subalterns, or shensht of the Flank Divi-

sion. 'I’he College has a Prince over each wing, three officers of the

high courts as visitors, four directors of the 7th, and 16 assistant

directors of the 8th grade.

The sons of the Kin (Gioro), 320 in number, are taught the same
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things in a college of the Eight Banners, supervised by eight Princes

or nobles, 8 visitors, 16 assistant directors, 15 tutors in Manchu, and

15 in Chinese, and 8 in riding and archery. The instructors in both

cases stand an examination.

Sons of other officers of hereditary rank, not of the House or Gioro,

are similarly instructed in a separate college
;
and under the Court of

the B inners is an office for the promotion of excellence in archery,

called the Shihiou shen-shd Ck'h, Office of the fifteen good Archers.

Fifteen are chosen from every Banner, and 45 act as officers, the re-

mainder serving under them; all are otherwise employed, but draw

additional pay as shensh6. One of the tutung, or fu-Uitung, has chief

charge, assisted by two seniors of wings, who are also in other employ-

ment. The H inkiun of hereditary rank have a college to themselves.

The Light Division are taught naval tactics for the purpose mention-

ed in speaking of them p. 21)0; and the Yuen-ming Yuen have two

separate colleges for the pau-i and the rest, wherein are taught letters

alone. I have only alluded here to those establishments which assume

to instruct the military, or to give instruction in martial exercises.

So far the ying appear to be managed almost entirely by their

own high officers, and the Court of the Eight Banners, the Board of

War possessing no more than a concurrent jurisdiction in points of

ceremonial and of minor importance, as far as the routine business of

any corps is concerned. Where members of the Imperial Clan, either

of the House or the Kin, come under consideration, the Clan Court is

the office immediately concerned, though it may be obliged to have

assessors from the Banner Office, the Board of War, or others. But

the garrisons throughout the empire, not in Peking or at Yuen-ming

Yuen, must correspond with the Board of War, either directly, if the

commander be chief in the locality, or through the commander-in-

chief, if the command be a subordinate one. It is therefore necessary

to say something of this Board ere we go farther.

It is a civil court under the general superintendence of a high offi-

cer, who is in most cases one of the Cabinet-ministers
;
two Presidents,

the one Chinese the other not, two Vice Presidents left, and two right.

Their charge is ‘ to aid the Sovereign in protecting the people by their

direction of all military officers in the metropolis and the provinces;

and to regulate the hinge, or pivot, of the state upon the reports that

they shall receive from the various departments regarding privation

of, or appointment to, office
;
creation of, or succession to, hereditary

[military rank]
;
postal arrangements, examinations and selections of

the deserving, and accuracy of returns; whereon they shall deliberate
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with the suborditiates of their court, appealing to the Crown on suh-

jects of importance, and disposing of tliose that are of less moment.’

It receives reports from all commands of land and marine forces,

within and heyond the frontier, including those responsible for the

security of the river embankments, and the regularity of the Canal

transport; also from the civilians and military who administer the

affairs of the nomads and savages so far under Chinese rule as to

accept Chinese titles for their own chiefs, or subordinate officials.

Reports regarding the horse and camel pastures in charge of the

nomads, and the colonies or plantations in Turkestan, and among the

clans on the borders of Kweichau, Hunan, and Sz’chuen, are also

setit into the Board.

To enable it to discharge its numerous obligations, it is divided

into four sz’, or departments:— 1st, the Wu-siue.n, for the regulation of

promotion according to service, in order of succession, or in right of

descent; 2d, the Che-kid^ for the supply and apportionment of horses

to serve in the cavalry, or on post
;
3d, the Chihfdng

,

for the due

distribution of rewards and punishments, camp and field inspection

of troops, and issue of general orders
;
4th, the Wu-ku, for the regis-

tration of the forces, calculation of army estimates, provision of arms

and munitions of war. These are the chief bureaus within it, each

of which is officered, as w'ill be seen below by a number of Idyig-

chung, yuen w.iil ng, and chii-sz’

,

secretaries of different grades-

Speaking more in detail, there is attached to what we may call the

Council of the Board, viz., its presidents and vice-presidents, a tdng-

fdng, or a Manchu office which keeps the rollster of duty, promotion,

and employment of Bannermen, and a pun-fdng, or Chinese office

for Chinese
;

a sz’-w'i t’ing, office for controlling the clerks and

runners; regulating the ti-tdng or Crown couriers, who report them-

selves present twice a month
;
docketing the dispatches received from

without, and submitting them to the Board ;—a tuh-tsui so, office for

preventing arrears of business, under different Idngchung and others

of the four .sz’ detached in rotation
;
and a tdng-yueh ch'u, office for

the month, similarly administered for one rnontli at a time by officers

who number, date, and dispatch correspondence proceeding outward

from their own, or any other great metropolitan, ySmun. The duties

of the Wu-siuen sz’ somewhat resemble those performed by the

military-secretary to the commander-in-chief, as far as promotions and

appointments are concerned. The Ch'e.-kid sz’ combines those of

Postmaster-General, of a Remount oflice-for horses and camels, and

Cavalry-riding department. Attached to this, though not subordinate
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to it, for it is under one of the Vice-presidents, is a central bureau,

the Hipui-tung ktoin, for the transmission of public letters, passing

to and fro between the Provinces and the City. Two officers of the

sz’ are annually chosen to serve in this under the Vice-president as

kienttih, snpsTvhns of the mt-k.otn, hirse office; 513 horses are

maintained for the service in it, and 49 for the immediate use of his

Majesty’s carriage. There is likewise a tsieh-piu cli’it, ‘ Victory-

announcing ’ office, which delivers all memorials from the provinces

addressed to his Majesty to the Memorial Office in that of the Guards

(see p. 258), and seals and dispatches all the Sovereign’s replies to

these as well as letters from the great Council of State. It also lays

a line of communication, if the E nperor leaves the city. Under the

hwiu-tung kwin are the titang, who transmit dispatches between the

metropolitan courts and the provinces without; forward their seals

of office, and their Imperial commissions to general officers and others

in the provinces to which the titnng belong ; and make copies for the

printing and transmission of papers proceeding from or addressed to

the Emperor, and directed by him to be published. There are also

chai-kwin, messengers, officers who pass correspondence between the

Central and Victory-announcement offices, and five posts in the im-

mediate vicinity of Peking.*

The Ckih-fang revises trials for misconduct in quarters, or in the

field, classifies the merit of those whose actions are referred to it
;

decides the amount of reward or compensation assignable to the de-

serving, the wounded, or the friends of the dead
;
and the degrees of

promotion or disgrace, contingent upon the result of inspections or

examinations. Its functions are like those of the Adjutant and Quar-

termaster-general’s department in the British Army; for the deter-

mination of strength of bittalions or garrisons in particular localities,

and the indication of the localities themselves, appear also to be

among its duties. The Wk-ku may be said to unite the War-office,

Paymaster-general’s department, and the Ordnance in itself.

* The in Peking are for Chihli, Kidngnin, Kidngsi, Chehkinng,
Fuhkien, HQpeh, Hun in, Hnnin, Shintung, and the Eastern River Establish-

ment, Shdnsi, Shensi, and Kinsuh, Sz'chiien, Kwdngtung, Kwangsi, Yunnan,
and Kweichau, and the Grain Transport Establishment one each. They are
natives of the provinces which they represent, chosen by the chief authorities
from military tsinsz’, or graduates of the third degree, or from shau-p(, expectant
or elect. In the capitals, and at the head-quarters of the above provinces and
establishments, there are tit'-ng in nearly the same number and proportion as
at the metropolis. 1'he chni.kw 'in are from among the kii-jin, or graduates of
the second degree. After three years’ service, the til ing are eligible as shiivpi,
or captains in the Luh-tjing army ; the chdi-hiojn, as tsien tsung, or lieutenants.
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Tlie Bo ird consisted, in 18-111, of the following salaried oflicers,

Miinclms, Mongols, llinkiun, and Chinese. The superintendent was

K lying.

Oro.vnization of the Board of War, (184!)).

Grade. DENOMINATION. Manchu.j Mongol. Hankiun. Chinese.

la Superintendent, - 1

16 President, ----- 1 1

2a Vice-presidents, - . -

Chu-sz' of the rollster.

2 2
6a 4 1

8a Sz'-w.'i, - - . .

fVd-siueu Sz'

.

1 1

5a Ling-chnng, - - . - 3 I 1

5b Yuen wai-lii ng, - 4 2
6a Chh-sz’, -----

Kll-kia Sz'

.

I 1

5a Lang-chnng, - - - - 2 .t
5b Yuen wai-liing, - - - - 3 1

6a Chh-sz',

Chukfiing Sz'

.

1 1

5a Ling-chung, - . . - 5 2
5b Yuen wai-l4ng, - - - 4 1 1

6a Chu-sz’, - - - - .

IVii-kti Sz'

.

1 1 2

5a Lang-chung, - - - - 2 1

5b Yuen w.ii-laiig, - 1 1

6a Chu-sz’, . . - 1 1

M i-Uwan kien-tuh, - 1 1

7, 8, 9. Pihtihshi, - - - 60 10 8
5a E.vtra Lang-chung, 9

5b
,,

Yuen wai-lkng. 3 8
6a ,, Ch(i-sz’, - - 2 2 1 32
Ha ,, Sz’-w(i, - - - 4

Ti-tiing, - - - 16

Chai-kwan, - - - - 1 4 16

Total of Officers belonging to the Board of War.

Salary in Taels. Sliih of Gr.ain. Allowance in Taels.

1 Siiperint.endeiil 180 90 60

2 Presidents 180 90 60

4 Vice-presidents' 1.55 77.J 48
27 LAngchniig. 80 40 3(i

27 Yuen wdilang 80 40 36

52 Chu-sz’ 60 30 26 4

6 Sz'-wu 40 20 18

78 Pihtihsln 21 ^ 10-i

All down to Chn-sz’, not being extra or supernumerary, receive double pay
and grain allow.ance. The pihtihshi are estimated for at the lowest rate. Those
of tlie seventh grade draw 33 taels and 16^ shi.h

;

of the eighth, 28 taels and 14

shih. The Board draws also 5,000 taels for its oilicial expenses. The total of

its official expenditure will therefore be at least

Pay, &c Tnrls 24,700
Grain (say at I tael per shih) 7,719

Annual grant 5,000

Taels 37,11!)

VOl, XX. NO VI. 40
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Tlie B inner garrisons without the metropolis and Yuen-ining Yuen

are ckii-fdng, i. c. stationed for purposes of defense : with a few excep-

tions the men occupy their posts permanently from generation to

generation. They are commanded by tsidng-kiun, tiilinig
,
fh-lvtung

,

r.hing-shau yn, and fdng-shau yd. Tlie tutung, &c., must not be

confounded with officers of the same titles attached to the Banners

at headquarters, nor must other officers whose prefixes might lead to

the supposition that they belong to metropolitan corps.

Wliere the general officers of a garrison are a tsiangkiun and two

fu-tutung (as at Canton), one of the three repairs to Peking annually

to pay his respects
;

if there be but onefu-tutung beside the tsiangkiun

or tutung, the visit is paid by one of the two every two years; if the

be alone, then every three years
;
the last rule applies to

tsuugkwnn of the nomads or Mausolea, and also to the chingshau yu.

In Chihli we have the ki-fu chu-fang, 23 garrison towns in a ter-

ritory surrounding the city, ill-defined but distant at its extreme points

from 100 to 150 miles from Peking. Ki is properly the extra-mural

domain of the sovereign \fu, the jaws or sides jirotccting ; in this case,

the two laud faces of an extensive position bounded on the third by

the sea. The use of the word cordon applied to these in the Table,

p. 251, is perhaps fanciful and should not lead to an inference that

thr.se 25 posts are in one continuous line of demarkation.

The Inquiry groups them in six principal divisions as in the Table

on the opposite page.

These 25 garrisons may be said to observe a tract of country, of

which the inland extreme is at Kalgan on the Great Wall, northwest

of Peking, the other extremity of the Northern line being at the ter-

mination of the Wall on the seashore at Shiin-hai kw^n. The sou-

thern line is even more irregularly marked by the Yung-ting river

which pierces the Wall at Kalgan; then, by the south spur of the

Great Wall, which is also pierced by the Yung-ting; and east by the

river which, farther south, falls into the chief tributary of the Yung-

ting a little above its confluence with that river; this, after crossing

the head of the Grand Canal at Tien-tsin, we call the Pei ho, or

North River.

The southernmost of the cities of the left wing, Tsangchau, is con-

siderably in advance of the rest, situatedjat some distance south of the

Pei ho, on the eastern bank of the Grand Canal. Tung-ngan lies be-

tween the Yung-ting above Tientsin, and the Canal between that

place and Peking; Pau-ti between the same Canal and the San

ho river, Tsaiyii must be close to Peking, as^it is in the magisterial
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district of Tailing, on tlie verge of wliicli part of the Cilv stands.

'J'hus the left wing may be said to cover Peking to llie southeast.

'J'he riglit wing covers it similarly on the sominvest, its chief city,

Pau-tf, lying on the east bank of the Tai-ho, and its remaining four

between the west bank and the spur of the Wail.

To the north, east, and west, the city is covered by the six towns of

the Mih-yiin command. Mih-yun itself is on a river which penetrates

the Wall from the northward at Ku-peh k’au, the Old Northern pass,

and after leaving Mih-yun, and Shun-i, another of its subordinate gar-

risons, descends upon the Canal near Peking ; to the east of this line,

lie San-ho upon the river of the same name, and farther east Yu-tien
;

west, within the spur, is Ching-ping chart. This shows the Shan-hii

command, which is spread from the sea, along and within the Wall to

the Hi-fung pass, to cover the Eastern; and Kalgan, which is also in

observation of the Wall, to cover the western towns under Mih-yun

—

Jeh-ho (Zhehol) being left as a northern outpost, covering or support-

ed by Ku-peh k'au. But we have no authority for stating that the

arrangement was devised on this principle, and attention has merely

been directed to the relative position of these towns to show how far

they merit their title of ‘ garrisons to defend the passes into the me-

tropolitan territory.’

The two wings of the nine smaller garrisons are under two visiting

general officers, deputed from among the Captains-general, ox fu-tu-

tung in office, who make a tour of inspection once in three years.

They are all so far independent commands, that they address the

Board of War direct, and the assortment of them in the Inciuiry has

doubtless reference to the superintendence of the two visitors.

Referring to the avowed object of this article, viz., an examination

of the numbers and expense of the Chinese army, it must be admitted

that it has been diffuse in details of comparatively minor importance.

These, with some exceptions regarding the promotion of officers, are

now nearly exhausted, and little remains to be said of the Banner

forces, as the duties of the local garrisons scarcely require remark.

It must be observed, however, of the ti'itmig of Chang-kia k’au, or Kal-

gan, that he is also tiitung over nomads of the Chahar and other tribes.

The Chahar alone seem to be regularly organized as a military body,

on the model of the metropolitan corps, most of whom it has a class

of soldiers to represent. The numbers of these are pretty evenly pro-

portioned to the Eight Banners under which the Chahar are ranged, a

slight preponderance existing in favor of the 3 superior. A fy-titung

commands the remaining ollicers, who, the tsoUng excepted, are in
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exact proportion to the Banners. The Inquiry returns no troops to

tlie remaining tribes, and they were therefore excluded from the Table

p. 315; but they arc administered, under the tutung, by lnuling who

were, in 1812, 57,—viz., of the Kharchin nomads* 7, Orat 3, Sumils

and Isuth 1, Mau-mingan 4, Kalitas 3, Bargou 15, Old Eluths 18, and

6 of the new, or Eluths reclaimed since 1754
;

all distinguished as

belonging to the Chahar country. There is at Chahar also a large

quasi-military establishment for the care of the oxen and sheep of the

pastures, 40 droves of the former amounting to 12,000 head, and 140

Hocks containing 154,000 sheep, are under 1 tsiingku'an, I aiuu tsung

kwdn, 2 fu-tsungkicdn, (i hie/iling, 12 toeishii liiehling, 21 fi>ngyu, 28

hidu-kt kidit, 154 hv-kiirn kidu, 180 mnh-chdng, 180 muh-fu, with 24

j)ihtth$hi, officers, and 313 hdkiiin, and 1080 muhting or herdsmen.

At Shang-tu-ta-pu-snn Nor, 300camels,500 stallions, and5(J0 geldings

are bred
;
the officers are 1 tsuvg-kwdn, 5 yihchdng, 1 sidu tsujigkwdn,

3fdngy ii, 2 hidu-ki kidu, 12 hukiun kidu, 200 mulichdjig,20\) muhfu ;

the men, 340 hitkiun and 1455 muhiiug.

The garrison at Jeh-ho, or Hot Stream, supplies the subordinate

post of Kara-hotun, the strength of which I can not determine; the

hunting establishments at Muhlan are also under its tutung’s com-

mand (v. note, p. 27G)
;
he is charged, too, with the superintendence

of the nomads of Pah kau, Tatsz’ kau, Santso tah, and Hurun hota.

His reports regarding them are addressed not to the Board of War,

but to the Colonial Office, which appoints 1 tsungkwdn, 1 fukwdn

(4n), 1 tsdnling, 2 isoling, and 2 hidu-kt kidu, to administer their

affairs. Eluths of Tashtava, ranged under one Bordered Yellow

Banner in charge of 2 tsuling, are also under the Jeh-ho tutung.

The tsung-ktadn of the Talikangai pastures, where 500 horses and

300 camels are reared, is likewise his subordinate
;
he has under him

4 yiltcltdng, I aidu tsung-kwdn

,

1 fdngyu, I hidu-kt kidu, 3 hukiun

kidu, 128 muhchdng, 128 muh-fu, 100 hukiun soldiery, and 954

nnihting. 'J'he grades are the same as those of the military corps

mentioned before; the muhchdng and muhfu are of the 9th grade.

* These nomads are yu-mvh, wandering herdsmen
;
they and the t 'tsana,

slayers of bird, beast, or fish, the skin or flesh of which is paid by them as

tribute, are variously interspersed througliout the military jurisdictions of ex-

tra-provincial China, and are administered more or less by military function-

aries. The tasang are to be found in Kirin, and Tsitsihar of the Mancliurian
provinces, and Uriiinghai

; the ydmvh are at ChSngkik k‘au, as above mention,
ed, .leh-ho, as in the text, and in Hi, Tarbagatai, Urianghai, Kobdo and Tibet

;

there are also yfi.-rmih between Tibet and the Kansuh frontier, under the minis-

ter residing at Si-ning fu, and on the borders of Shansi in the Kwei-liWci com-
mand. These will be briefly noticed in their proper turn.
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'I'lie ginrds of the Imperial Maiisolea form the next and last

division in Chihli. They are under the supreme command of the

tsnn’rping [2ti) of the troops of the Green Standard at jMalan, who,

with the title of tsunglaofm ('2n), unites in his person high civil

functions with reference to the Mausolea, under authority of the

Nai-wii Fu, or Court of the Household.

The Mausolea at which troops are stationed are, in the east, IliSu

ling, the tomb of Shunchi, Hiau-tung ling of his widow, and Chiu-

si lin<r of his mother; King ling of Kanghi, who succeeded him, of

his chief, and of several other concubines; and Yu ling, of the

Emperor Kienlung, whose heir-apparent and concubines are also

buried there.

In the west, are T’ai ling, the tombs of Yungching and his con-

cubines, 'r’.ii-tung ling, of his widow; Chang ling of Ki^iking;

Chang-tung of his widow, the Empress-dowager who died in Jan.

1850, and Mu ling of 'I’ankwing. 'I'here is also one set apart for

the young wife of the present Emperor who died just before his ac-

cession, and in which he will eventually repose; but I do not find any

title yet bestowed on it in the Gazette.

There are thus in all 17 tombs, to each of the chief of which, me.

the six of the Emperors, there is a tsungkwdn (3a), 2 yihehang (4a),

and 16 J^dng-yii

;

those of the Empresses have 16, and all the rest 8

fdng-yu ; the suh<i\[erns hidiik'i kidu are one or two to each; with

from 4 to 3 lingtxui, and from 40 to 150 men at ten of the tombs.

A couple of siii-kid, and 2 petty clerks are returned to the two first.

'I'he officers above enumerated as of these guards, and returned in the

Table p. 251, are to be distinguished from the military functionaries

detached by the Nuim'i Fa, or Household, who are 17 of the 5th,

and 17 of the 7th, grade, under a variety of deirominations. 'The

Household also appoints 3 ) civilians of the 5th, 20 of the 6th, and 9

of the 7lh grade. 'I'he duties of both concern sacrifices, provisions,

payments, accounts, &c.

We come next to the Banner garrisons stationed in the provinces

of China Proper. These are distributed as in the 'Fable given on the

oppo.site page, and I have very little to add to the information contained

in it.

In ShMisi the principal command is not in the chief city, 'F.ai-yuen

fi'i, but at Sui-yuen, under which is the yu-wei, fort or encam])inent

to the right, not mentioned in the Digest. Five li to the northeast

of Suiyuen is the garrison-tow n of Kwei-hiva, also the cetitre of a
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sul)-prefecture, the military command of which vests in a fu-tutuiig.

The Dij/est (1812) gives him authority over the reclaimed nomads

of the Tiimet tribe, w'ho were formerly part of the Chosot corps,

or chalkan of Inner Mongolia. They immigrated in the reign Kien-

Img (1763), and were subsequently divided into wings, each under

5 ts’dnling, with 25 tsuling and 25 hidu-ki kiaii to the left, and 21

tsoling and 24 hidu-ki kidu to the right. Tlie Inquiry (1825) gives

the command the number of men returned in the Table, without speci-

fying whether they are exclusively Mongols or not. The soldiery set

down as cavalry are called pi-kidh, men who ‘don mail,’ a designation

apparently used in common with mikid; it does not appear in the Pay

Table of 1831.

The Sui-yuen garrison detaches a tsoling and hidu-ki kidu with 50

Bannermen to Uliasutai and Kobdo, which are farther garrisoned by

240 troops of the Green Standard from Siuen-hwa and Tatung. These

come under the command of the ting pien tso-fn tsinngkiun of Knrun,

the general app^-unted to observe the trade at Kiakhta and intercourse

across the Russian frontiers, who I do not find to have any other

troops under him, although he has authority over the Ta-sang of the

Tangnu tribes in Urianghai, Altai, and Altai Nor, who are under

the of Kobdo, within whose jurisdiction there are also the

Chaksin, Mingat, and Eluths of that region.

In Sh'intung the two Banner garrisons, Tsingchau and Teh chau

are within 600 /i of each other. Those of Kiangning fu (Nanking),

and King-k'au in Kiangsu, are only separated by the river, or a branch

of it. In Cliehkiang, we find at Ch ipu the strongest of the few marine

stations of Bannermen in the Empire. But 50, howe.er, of its ranks

are described as shioui-shau ping, ‘nautical soldiers’; the greater num-

ber are classed under the same names as the land garrisons. Fuhehau

is the headquarters of a land and marine force
;

the latter being all,

except the lingslui, Hankiun. The tsinngkiun of Fuhehau is by

a little the best paid in China Proper. Canton has also a double

establishment
;
more than half of the land force of which is composed

of Hankiun; and in its marine, 100 men are returned as fu-kung

ping, ‘soldiers to assist as artificers.’ The tsidngkiun of Fuhehau

and Kwingchau liave joint command with the titnh over the Luhying

troops. In Sz’chuen, the tsidngkiun has a division of them under

his sole command, in addition to his Bannermen. The next provincial

Banner garrison on the list is at Kingchau in llnpeh
;

it is 800

li distant from Wn-chang fn, the capital, in which, however, there

arc no troops of the Banner. The largest body ol these, at any
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one point, is at Si-ng;in, tlie capital of'Siiensi
;
the greatest number in

any one region is I'oiinii in the adjoining province of Kansuh, the wide

extent of w'liich is observed by an army of some 11,000 fighting men.

Tiie of these is stationed at Ningliii; the Cliwingliing com-

mand is merged by the Inquiry in the force under that general. 1 have

tlionght it better to distinguish his command as that of Kansuh East. In

K insuli West, the general in chief is a stationed at Urumtsi.or

Tih-hwi chan, where he p vssesses a share of authority over the Lnh-

yiiig soldiery under the titnh of Urnmtsi, or Kansuh West, like the

tsiang-kiun at Fuhehau and Canton. Urnmlsi is the westernmost fron-

tier post of the Banner III China Proper: east of it at some distance lies

Kuching, the Old City, otherwise known as F.in-yuen clung. 'I’hese lie

north of the Tengkiri or Celestial Mts., as they run ea.st
;
in the country

south of these, between them and the Desert is Turfan, on the borders

of the prefecture of Chinsi fn,or Barkoul
;
to the south of which city

IS Palikwan, or Hwui-ning ching. At Thrfan and Hami, close to

Barkoul, are two Mohammedan tribes, of whom more anon. The
Urnmtsi, Kuching, and Palikwan garrisons, as well as the Luhying of

Kansuh West, detach largely to the fli command. The strength of
this will be .seen in the Table.
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These troops lie in the Northern Circuit of 111, in and about the

capital city of Hwui-yuen, or Kuldsha
;
and give no detachment save

one of about 1300 men under a hieliling to the distant province of

'I’arbag.'itai, in which there are also 1000 tun-ting, colonists enlisted

to bring waste lands into cultivation from the Luhying commands of

Ninghia, Kin chau, and Suh chau in Kansuh. Tliese last are placed

under the officers of the garrison, and relieved every five years.

In the Nan hn, or Southern Circuit, the Eight Mohammedan cities

are garrisoned by Bannermen and Luhying thus:—Cashgar receives

from Urumtsi, 331 Bannermen under a hirhling, with 626 luhying of

the Yen-Sui division under a tsungping. Yengi-iiissar, 80 Bannermen

from the same under a fdngyu, and 196 luhying from Hochau and

Liangchau, under a yu-kih; this city is subordinate to Cashgar.

At Yarkand, 212 Bannermen under 2 tsoling, from Urumtsi, and 655

luhying, under afutsidng, from Knyuen and Liaiig-chau, form the gar-

rison. At Aksu, 65 Bannermen and I tsoling, and 400 luhying under

a tsdntsidng, both from Kuching and Balikwan. At Ushi, from the

same places, a tsoling and 140 men, with 650 luhying under a tii-sz’

from Knyuen, Kan chau, Liangchau, Suh chau and Ninghia. There

are no Bannermen in Khoten, Kuche, or Kharashar
;
but the first is

garrisoned by 232 Chinese from Liangchau, the second by 302 from

the divisions of the governor-general and governor in Kansuh and

Shensi; and the third, by 293 from the Yen-Sui division in the latter

province. Tu-sz’ command in Khoten and Kuch6 : a tsantsidng is

the officer in Kharashar. There are besides in Ushi, 247, and in

Kncli6 302, colonists, from the divisions that furnish their garrisons.

The tsidngkiun of Hi is the best paid military governor in the army

of China, and he is also the highest extra-provincial authority over the

nomads of Hi, Tarbagatai, the Mohammedan tribes in the south of the

former province, otherwise known as Chinese Turkestan, and the old

Turguth and Hoshoits of the five circuits. The Sipoh, Solon Taguri,

Chahar, and Eluths of Hi, are partly formed into battalions, as shown

in the Table, and bear arms
;
each of the tribes is under a lingtui

subordinate to the tsidngkiun

;

the Eluths consist of 6 tsoling com-

panies of the 3 Banners superior, 10 of the 5 inferior, and 4 of Lamas

from Shapi Nor. In Tarbagatai, under the tsdntsdn minister are I

company of Chahar, and I of Hassaks;the6 companies of Eluths,

over which there are likewise I tsungkwdn (3«) and 1 fukwan, are

under 2 lingtui ministers under the tsantsan. The Mohammedans of

the Eight Cities in the Southern Circuit are administered by a paushi

and pangpdn minister at Khoten, and others at Yarkand; a pau-shi at
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Aksii, Kucli6, and Kliarasliar, a hiehpan at IJslii, and a litigtui at

Yengi-hissar, all of whom are under a tsant.<an at Yarkand, assisted

by a paiigjxin minister.

Some ofllie.se cities supply subordinate garrisons; viz,, Cashgar as

above, to Yengi-hissar; Aksu to Sairim and Bai
;
Khoten, to llich'i,

llarashand Kchlia; Kucli6 to Shayar, Kharashar, Pukur and Kurlah,

and there are various minor settlements dependent upon them, viz.,

J6 upon Cashgar, 16 upon Yarkand, 12 on Aksu, and 8 on Khoten.

These are governed under the t&idngkiun as supreme, and the above

enumerated commissioners as intermediate authorities, by their native

Begs, of whom there are fifty-nine denominations, I having civil rank

of the 3d, 4 of the 4th, 16 of the 5th, 20 of the 6th, and 18 of the 7th

grade. The more important of these in the highest four grades are

appointed from a list forwarded to the Emperor; his choice of any that

seem good to him is requested, when vacancies occur in the next de-

gree
;
in the third, begs are chosen according to the personal know-

ledge of the resident ministers of the qualificationsiof individuals
;
in the

fourth, selected from a number returned as eligible by the same officers.

The old Tiirguths and lloshoits are Mongols of two of ten tribes

not included in the four Khanates of the territory geographically

known as Outer Mongolia. 'I'hey are divided into North, South,

East, West, and Centre Circuits. The South contains four Banners

of Tiirguths, under 54 tsoling
;

their region is about the river Churi-

tuz, south of the Celestial Mountains, east of Kharashar; the Centre,

of three Banners of old lloshoits under 21 tsoling, is west of the

South circuit. 'Phe remaining three are of Turguths ouly, and all

north of the Celestial Mountains ;—the North, of three Banners under

14 tsoling, seems to stretch across the south of Tarbagatai province
;

its Turguths are called the Ilopoksiloh, but I can find no place to an-

swer to this orthography; the East, of Tsirholang, in two Banners

under 7 tsoling, adjoins the plantations of Kurkara-Usu
;
and the West,

of one B.inner of the Turguths on the east bank of the Tsing river, un-

der 4 tsoling, runs down to the Chahar cantonment of Hwui-yuen.

They all have officers of n.uive nobility, viz
,
the South, a khan (Cho-

li-kehtu), a beitseh, a fii-kwoh kuns, and a tai-kih of the 1st grade-

the Centre, a and taikih (l«)
;
the North, a. dzassak tsinwang,

^fu-kwoh knng, and a taikih (Ifl); the East, a kinnwdng, and a bei-

tseh; and the West, a beileh.

In Manchuria, T have even less of detail to offer than in fli. I have

endeavored to make the constitution and employment of its large army

plain in the fi Mowing Table.
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The garrisons ofShingking and Kirin furnish a number of detuch-

nients stationed in towns and fortified posts, and at the harrier-gates of

the Palisade on both sides of the former [trovince. In the city of

M oukden, or Mukten, two small guards have charge of the lama

monasteries of Ching-hing and Shih-slting. Kinchau fu, on the

north of the Bay of Liautung, detaches to a post on the Siau-ling

River which flows past it, to the district town of Ningyuen, lower

down on the west shore of the Bay, and to the Chung-tsien so and

Chung-hau so, front and rear halfway stations, i. e. between Mukden

and Sh4n-h-^i kw^n at the east end of the Great Wall. Each of these

is commandei by two tsoling and two subalterns. The same garrison

sends s.f(ing-y 'u, and some 3f) or 40 men to the five barriers, Sung-

ling-tsz’, Sin-t'ai, Peh-shih-tsui, Li-shu-k'au, and Ming-shui-t'ing.

In the Palisade west of it, under K'ai-yuen in the extreme north, are the

detachment of J’ieh-ling, and the barrier of Fah-ku. l-chau, lying

to the north of K lichau fu, takes all the remaining barriers between

it and Kwangning, viz., Peh-tu chwAng, Tsing-ho, Kiu-kwan tai, Wei-

yiien-pati, and Ying-ngeh
;
Kwangning, that of Ching-wu-t'ai, the

last apparently between I-chau and Kai-yuen, and detaches to Kii-lin

ho, Pih-ki pfiu, Sidu-peh shin, and Lii-ying yih. On the East,

lllngking, which contains one of the Mausolea of the earlier chieftains

or sovereigns of Manchu, garrisons the post of Fii-shun p!lu, and the

barriers known as the Hingking gate, Hien-chwfing, and Ngai-yfing;

and toward the southern extremity of the Palisade, Fung-hwHng

supplies the single barrier of Wiing-tsing.

The marine station of Shingking fii is Kin chan, a town on the

east coast of the Bay of Liautung, between the districts of Kfii-ping

and Fuh. The code of the Board of Works, quoted in the Digest,

provides that ten vessels of w.ir shall be sent hither from the dockyards

of Chehkiing and Fuhkien, the inhabitants not having the skill to

construct them. The difficulty more probably lies in arming,

than in building them; the inner and outer waters of Kirin and

Tsitsihar, to judge from their establishment, must possess a compar-

atively large fleet, for which no similar provision is made
;
the care of

the latter, singularly enough, belongs to the Mukten Board of Works.

The ten ships aforesaid are to be sent over from Tangchau f<i, on the

north of Shmtung, to be partially repaired by government at the end

of three years, thoroughly at the end of six years, and when nine years

old, to be condemned.

The garrison of Kirin detaches to Chirng-peh Shan, tlie reputed

birthplace of Aisin Gioro, the founder of the Manchu race : 'J'a-sang
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Ula, at no great distance from Kirin, to 1-tung and Ngehmuliosololi,

as well as to the Palisade barriers of 1-tnng, Payengofoloh, Hursu,

and Purtu-ku. These pierce the Palisade between Kaiyuen and the

Songari River. The small garrison of Shwang-ching pan, which has

no olHcers, 1 have included in that of Larin, but i am not without

doubts that it pertains to Hwanchun on the very opposite side of the

province. The maps give no such place, and it is brought in by the

Inquiry at the close of the roll of military in Kirin, without any index

as to its proper subordinate position.

Tlie officers of the establishment are, with the exception of some of

the marine, of the same titles as in other Banner garrisons. The

sAwm'-.?z’, officers of the navy, are found in both Kirin and Tsitsihar,

but it is remarkable that the kwan-chuen, who are more properly

officers of the dockyard, are only in the latter, an inland province.

The term ki-liih, which follows {he paitmgnh, I can not translate
;
that

rendered overseers, which follows kiluh, is tsun-tun-ta, overseers-

general of plantations, the revenue of which goes in part to the Board

of Revenue at Mokten, and in part to the Household at Peking.

The designations of the rest speak for themselves.

The ho-ki ying, or Fire-arms’ Division, in Kirin and Tsitsihar, is

elsewhere particularized as the Musketeer : no men are returned under

this head in the Inquiry
;
they are most likely detached, as in some of

the Metropolitan Corps, for this particular practice. The officers are

supplied on the spot, and not detached specially from Peking.

Thetsiangkiun of Kirin has authority as governor over the nomads

of Ta-sang Ula, here introduced because their official establishment is

of a military complexion. 'Phey band in companies, not under tsoHug

as elsewhere, but in chu-hien of thirty each. Of these, in 1812, there

were 65 of the Superior, and 45 of the Inferior Banners, each under

a chdng, or elder, paid 24 taels, and a fu-chdng, or assistant elder,

paid IS taels a year. Of the 65 chuhien Superior, 59 collected pearls,

honey, and fir-nuts; the remaining 6, fished; of the 45 low'er, ten

fished, and the rest gathered the other tribute; 1950 of the Superior,

and 1350 of the Inferior Banners so employed, received each twelve

taels a year. They were called sang-ting, and were officered by 1

tsung-kwdn, 2 yihch'ing, 4 acting ylhchdng, 7 hidn-ki kidti, 4 acting

hiduki kidii, 4 chdngking of the 6th, 4 of the 7th, 4 collectors of the

6lh, 4 of the 7th grade, 7 acting sub..Items, 24 other deputies, and 6

pihtihshi,—all sent by the Household.

The nomads of the Sagalien river and island ofTarakai, in the

province of Kirin, are nut registered in chuhien or tsuling companies.
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Iti 1812, tliey were 2393 fitmilies under o6 surnames, of tlie lleiche,

Fiyak, Kuy6, Orunchun, and Kelur tribes, held lobe willnn the

jurisdiction of the fii-tutiing of San-sing, each family paying a tribute

of one marten skin. In Tsitsihar, we find 4497 families of tasang of

the Solon Taguri, Orunchun, and kilar tribes, each paying two ntarten

skins.* I'hey are placed under the tsiangkiun of that province, who
resides at the city of Sagalien. 'I'here used to be a tutung at Tsitsi-

har, which 1 am inclined to regard as the most important city in the

province.

At Hurun-Pir are two Banners of New Bargou nomads, reclaimed

in the reign Kien-lung, under 24 tsoling

;

and one of Eluths, Old

and New, under 2 tsoling. The latter are now included in the

garrison, and do not, like the former, come under the Colonial Olfice.

The Imperial Mausolea in Manchuria are two at Moukden, and

one at Hingking. At Moukden, in that called the Fuh ling, lies the

monarch who invaded China in 1618, having assumed as the style of

his reign Tien-ming, one acting under the orders of Heaven
;
and

his empress. In the Chau ling, is buried the son of 'Pien-ming,

whose reign was first styled Tien-tsung, and changed to Tsung-teh
;

his empress lies in the Chau ling west. At Hingking, in the Yung

liner, or 'Pomb of Eternity, are four sovereigns; the predecessors of

Tien-ming, retrospectively entitled the emperors Yuen, Chih, Yih, and

Siuen, with their Empresses. These are in charge of six nobles of

the four lower orders of the Imperial nobility, who have houses and

* According to the rule of collection among the Uriangh.ii tribes, a marten

skin short is made up by payment of ten fo.x-skins; one of the latter, by pay-

ment of half a tael. At this rate the Kirin peltry would be worth ll,!t90 taels;

that of Tsitsihar, 44,970 taels, We can not say what allowances are made to

the tributaries. The sang-ting of Ta-sang Ula, mentioned above, render every

c/ul-lden, 16 pearls, or 1760 pearls in all, to the Kwimg-ch'u sz,' or Household

treasury; -5000 catties’ weight of honey, to the Household Ine.'inHng (see Pau-i,

p. 308) ;
1000 fir-cones for fuel, and 54 shih, peculs of fir-nuts to the Ilouselndd

cltnv'r-i sz’, office of ceremonies, panquets, &c. There is no fi.ved due offish
;

wliafis collected goes to the chen-fdng, or Imperial buttery. The cost of the

collection with be found to be above 40,000 taels, exclusive of the salaries of

the and other officers; what may be the value of the tribute, we

have no data for computing. The honey collected by the sang-ting is worth

but 40 catties a tael. These sang-ting are scattered through 14 magisterial

districts on the north of Chih-1, and beyond its border in Shing-king fii
;
the

old, 965 families, pay a tax amounting in alt to 4214, the new, 1116 families, S071

taels, or an equivalent in kind of fowls, deer oi' diiTerent sorts, wild boars,

hares, pigeons, quails, wild ducks, herons, small scaled fish (trout .>), hawks

and falcons, ravens, honey, deer's flesh, osprey feathers for arrows, fox-skins,

and sealskins. They are divided into classes according to the tribute required

ofthem,if the land under their tillage do not render sufficient. The new

famiUes should pay about. t)35 of atael on every Atdng, or 6 Cliine.sc acres ’I'he

total extent in their hands is about 137,569 acres. They and the old arc under

the civil authorities of the districts in which they abide.
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lands given tliern in virtue of tlieir office; these and their charge

descend, with their titles, to tlicir heirs. The small force that guards

these tombs is of course within the Manchu commander-in-chiers

jurisdiction, hut the Inquiry enters it as a separate command, placing

186 soldiers at Ilingking, 176 at each of the Moukden Mausolea, and

I tsungkwdn (3a), 2 yikchdng (3a), \Q fangyiiy and -1 Ungtsui, at each

of the three.

The fu-lutung of Kinchau fti is also tsungkicin of the horse studs

on the T/tling river, where there are maintained at the expense of the

state, 10,000 stallions in twenty, and 5000 geldings in ten droves.

These are tended by 500 muh-ting. It should have been mentioned

that there are similar establishments, outside the Tushih k'au Pass (see

Cordon) at Shang-tntahpusun Nor, for forty-eight droves of camels

of 300 each. 111 of stallions, and 41 of geldings, of .500 each, in

charge of 14.55 muh-ting, and guarded by 340 hukiun soldiery; also

at Talikangni, in the country of Tolon Nor beyond the Wall, for 48

droves of camels, and 74 of horses of a like strength with the above,

i 1 ycare of 954 mnh-ting and 100 hukiun ; over both of these the tutung

of Kalgan is as he is over 1080 or herdsmen,

who tend 40 droves of cows of 300, and 140 flocks of sheep of 1 100

each, guarded by 313 hukiun. 'Phese are officered by siau tsungkwnn

(4), yihchdng (6), hiehling (6), fdvgyu (5) fu-tsungkwdn (5), and

subalterns.

This is the last section of the Army of the Bannermen. There are

certain establishments attached to the household of the Emperor

which might be mistaken for military divisions, both from their title

and their position in the Digest, which puts them at the close of

tlie Banner corps. These are the hing-ying, or division in charge

«)f Escorts, under six nobles or ministers
;
the hidng-tau cK u, or Office

ofGuides, under Captains-gencral of the Leading, or Flank Division,

orfu-tutung

;

the hu-tsidng ying, Corps of Tiger-hunters, under nobles

or Captains-generai of Guards
;
the cheii-kan c/iii, or shdng-yu p'-yung

ck'u, properly a hunting department, officered with shiioei of its own,

under nobles or ministers
;
the ydng-ying did and ydng-kau did,

for rearing hawks and dogs, and the shen-p(i ying, or Corps of Fen-

cers, &.C.; which last is under Captains-generai of one or other of

the Metropolitan corps. These have no troops assigned to them in

the Inquiry, and the existence of some is certainly contingent only

on his M ijesly’s tours or hunting excursions, of which, during the

last thirty years, there have been few if any.

12VOI,. XX M). Vl.
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I shall notice briefly the military organization of the Mongolian

feudatories of China, before I proceed to the army of the Green

Standard.

The appointments to the higher commands ofthe different divisions

whose nature and" vocation have been roughly reviewed above, are

made by his Majesty on the motion either of the Guard’s Office, or the

Board of War, which present lists of the Bannermen, by rank or office

eligible, as vacancies occur. Captains-general, or Ministers of Guards,

are thus nominated by the Guard’s Office
;
the Board gives in the names

of officers fit to succeed to the posts of Minister over Artillery and

Musketeers, Captain-general of Banners, the Gendarmery, Leading

and Flank Divisions, or nomads
;
offu-tutung of a Banner, garrison,

or nomads
;
and of tsidngkiun of garrisons.

A tangling, or Captain-general of guards, may be made from a Mi-

nister, or Minister-extra of Guards (see p. 256), Captain-general of the

corps named above, or tsidngkiun of Banner garrisons. A Minister,

from a Mipister-extra.

Either of\be two last may be made Minister over the Artillery and

Musketeers; so may Captains-general of the Leading and Flank Di-

visions; and, if Manchus or Mongols, of the Banners.

Tutung, Captains-general of the Manchu Banners, may be made

from Mongol tutung of the same wing (see page 252) ;
Manchus who

are tutung of Hankiun Banners
;
tungling, Captains-general of the

Gendarmery, Leading, and Flank Divisions
;
Manchu fu-tutung of

Banners, whether Manchu or Hinkiun
;
Mongol fu-tiitung of Ban-

ners
;
tsungping of Gendarmery

;
and Manchus, who are tsidng-kiun

of garrisons, tutung or fu-tutung of the same, or of nomads; or tituh,

generals in the Chinese army.

Mongol tutung are appointed by the same rule, except that if tang-

ling of the Leading and Flank Divisions, they must be of the same

wing as the vacant Banner. For Hankiun tUtung, Manchus in the

above posts are as eligible as Hinkiun; so also for Mongol vacancies;

a id Mongols may be tutung of Manchu banners, but whether of Hin-

kiun or not does not appear.

The same rule is observable in the appointment offu-tutung to the

Banners of all three nations, who m ly be made from shildng, vice-

presidents of Boards, if of the same wing as the vacant Banner
;

1st

class shnoei. Guardsmen
;
yihyu of Gendarmery

;
ts'dnling of the

Metropolitan, Household and Yuen-ming Yuen corps, of the same

wing; yihchdng of the Light Division, yingtsung of Artillery, and

Yuen-ming Yuen ; of the nobility; of Chahar
;
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tsun"-2jing of the Cliiiiese army of M.inchus or Mongols
;
also Ministers

extra of the Guards, the orders kang, hau, pek, tsz’, nan of Chinese

nobility, hoiin-kiun shi, an hereditary title of the 5th grade, and 1st

class hu-ivei of the suites of the higher Imperial nobles.

It is promotion for a Mongol fu-tuUmg to become one of a Manchu

Banner; as it is for a Manchu who commands a Banner of Iliukiun.

Captains-general of the Gendarmery, who must be Manchu or

Mongol, may be made front Ministers of Guards, tvtung or fu-tvlung

of Banners; tsung-ping of Gendarmery, or Captains-general of the

Flank or Leading Division. These last mentioned Captains-general

are made from fu-tutung of Banners, or ts'dnling of the same wing

with the Banner vacant; and a supplementary list is made of ten

names from the ts'dnling superior of those two corps, ts'dnling in gene-

ral, and ts'dnling acting as chdng-shi in the establishment of a noble.

In the garrisons, a tsidngkiun is made from a Manchu or Mongol

fu-tutung of Banners, or the fu-tutung second in command in the

garrison
;

or from Manchus serving as tituh in the Chinese army.

The tutung of Chahar is made from a Captain-general of the Lead-

ing or Flank Division, or a Manchu or Mongol

Fu-tutung of the garrisons rise from ts'dnling of the Paid Force,

hiehling, ching shau-yii, or tsungkwdn of the sjime garrison, or others

serving elsewhere, whose names are recorded for service
;
or from

Manchus serving as tsungping in the Chinese army. Fu-tutung of

Banners may also have their appointment as such changed, and be

sent to serve with a garrison
;
but this is probably where they will

become senior officers in their command.

At Si-ngiin fu in Shensi, a Hdnkiun may be fu-tutung ; at Kwei-

hwi in Shansi, he must be of the 3 Banners superior. Hankiun/u-

tutung of garrisons rise from Hankiun ts'dnling, hiehling, and tsung-

ping, serving in the Chinese army, and, which is remarkable, from

tsungkwdn of the Tsitsihar marine.

Of officers below those of the high rank named above, in the

Guiird.s, ail from Ministers-e.xtra to Guardmen of the 3d class, receive

promotion in regular succession within the corps
;
the last may be

made not only from the 4th class Guardmen, and those of the blue

plume, but from hereditary officers above yun-ki yu (5a) in the 3
superior Banners, or from those of the 5 inferior incorporated in the

3 superior Banners, also from subalterns (kidu) of the Guards, or of

the Leading, Flank, or Paid Division. Tlie blue plume rise from pih-

tihsht of the Captain-general’s office, hereditary ngan-kl-yu {la), pai-

tangah, Gioro unemployed, sons or brothers of ministers serving in
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tlie ranks of fJuards, Leading, or Flank Division, or ofllcers from

Manchuria, eligible under certain rule-', if residing at Peking. Ofli-

rers styled hoho-chust, who have served in the suite of the Princes ten,

or of the Crown Prince, five years, may also become Guardsmen of the

blue plume.

Promotion in the other metropolitan corps is widely irregular; it

is difficult to reduce it to any general scheme, or to be sure that none

of the sh.ides distinguishing the qualifications of the candidates for

succession are omitted. The details occupy nearly three volumes of

the Inquiry.

In the hidu-ki ying characterized as the Paid Force, the field-offi-

cer (tsdnling) is made from 1st or 2d class Guardmen, nobles of the

10th class, and fd-tsdnling of the same corps; the last officer from

the more responsible chdng king

,

from tsoling, and hidu-ki kidu, subal-

terns of the Paid Force; these latter again from lingtsvi, non-com-

missioned officers of their own and the Leading and Flank Divisions,

as also from ngdn-ki yu, hereditary officers of the 7th, and other

minor officials of the 7th or 8th grade.

In the hukiun, or Flank Division, the tsdnling may be made from

one of the hiuuki ying tsd7iling ; from the same Guardmen or nobles
;

also from guardmen of the Leading Division, hu-wei in the suites of

Imperial nobles. Viscounts and Barons of the national nobility, and

king-kii-ti'.-yy, an hereditary rank; as well as Uom fu-tsdnling of the

h'ikiun. These may similarly be made from the same of the hiduki,

also 2J and 3d class Guardsmen, nobles of the 10th class, huwei, tso-

ling, hereditary kttuyu and yun-ki-yu, and weishu tsdnling, who may

be made from subalterns of the Guard or the Leading Division. The

subalterns of hiikiun are promoted from the same classes as these of

the hiduki, and their own acting subalterns.*

The tsdnling of the Leading Division rise also from Guardsmen or

nobles, but likewise from a tsdnling of hdkiun, or from guardsmen of

their own division ; these, from 2d class guardsmen of the Guards, or

subalterns of their own corps, who are made from acting subalterns

and Idnling-chdng of the same.

Thus, it will be remarked, that there is a shade of distinction in

favor of the Leading over the Flank Division, and in favor of this,

* Tiiere is a special provision that these weishu, or acting subalterns, are

almost all lingtsid ; they wear the button of the 6th grade, but receive no ad-

ditional pay ;
the ineishu hukiun kihu are not to be made of degraded officers.

The rules for the employment of officers degraded three or four steps are such

as to enable them in most cases to fill, with little delay, appointments of the

grade to which they have fallen.
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over llie Paid Force. But ia the Gcndarmery, the yih-yii, who ap-

pear to be ia the saaie relatioa to the force uader theai as the tscin-

ling of Ollier corps, are made from tsanling of the Leading or Flaak

Division, or from the assistant yihyii, or the hieh-yd of Gendarmery.

The pang-pan, or assistant yih-yii, rise from the hieh-yd, these again

from hereditary king-ku-tii-yd and ki-tu-yii, or from tsoling, thing

munling, wardens of the gates, and subalterns of Gendarmery.

The wiirdens are made from kituyd and ki/ig-ki-tti-yd, fdyd, and

subalterns. 'Vh^foyd from the subalterns, and they from those of the

Guards, Leading, Flank, and Paid Divisions
;
ching-t-yu of the Lvvan-

i-wei (who rise from soldiers of the Guards, Leading and Flank Divi-

.sions)
;
thing mun-li, clerks of the gate

;
officers of the 5th, 6th, and

7th grades attached to the Banner Office
;
yun ki yu and acting subal-

terns. These last are supplied by all of the above, the effective subal-

tern of course excepted. Chdng-king pditdu (see page 302) are

made from subalterns; thing mun-li from lingtsui Guards of Leading

and Flank Divisions.

The tsungkiodn of the Alarm Station (see Gendarmery, page 303)

rise from among the kientuh officers in the same service, and these from

ki-tu-yu and yun-kiyu subalterns of Guards, Leading, Flank, and Paid

Divisions; thing-i-yil (see above), and officers attached to the

Banners of the 6th and 7th grades.

The order of promotion in the kien-yiii yrng, or Light Division, is

regular from the fu-tsienfung kidii, or assistant subaltern, who is

raised from the tsienfung of its ranks, but has neither grade nor pay

as such, to the yihchdng, or senior of a wing.

In the ho-ki ying, or Artillery and Musketeers, there is equal regu-

larity. It .should be observed that the kiau, or subalterns of this rifee

from lan-ling-chdng

,

made, according to the Inquiry, from soldiers

called head or flunkmen of Musketeers. These designations are not

given in the pages in which the force is enumerated.

In Yuen-ming Yuen, officers of the hitkiun of that place and the

pdu-t rise in regular gradation.

Some attempt has been made (p. 2.57) to sketch the functions of

the tsoling

;

these are, however, it must be confessed, but itnp.'’rfectly

developed. Of their mode of appointment, it may be remarked in brief

that a tsoling can not be made from a tiitung, Captain-general, or a

shdngshu. President of a Board, but that he may from fd-ttilung,

shildng. Vice-president of a Board, and Ministers of the 2d grade,

who will still keep their appointments; military and civilians of from
the 3d to the 5th grade, not already tsoluig ; scions of the Imperial
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Family, olhers of hereditary rank, and subalterns of the Paid Force.

There mu.<t be a difference as yet unexplained between the tsoling

attached to corps, and those acting only as tribunes of the Bannernien

enrolled under their charge. In the garrisons w'ithout Peking, the

hithling, or field officer, acts in many instances as tsoling, and in

extra-provincial China, the tsoling, in general, rise from the fdngyu
and hiduki kidu under him.

In the Garrisons of the Cordon and some few others, appointments

are made from particular Banners.* Throughout the Empire, the

order of promotion is much more regular than in the Metropolitan

corps, and in the lower grades provision is made for the supply of

vacancies on the spot.

The ching’shau yii of Honan garrison rises from a 1st class Guards-

man, or a tsdnling of the Leading, Flank, or Paid Division
;

in Tai-

yuen, Teh chau, Tsangchau, and Panting, from the three last, from

officers of hereditary rank ; metropolitan officers of the 4th and 5th

grade, and thefangshau yu of Tushih k'au ; in Fuhehau, Mukden, and

five towns in the same province, from the same ti'anling, but with the

proviso that they belong to the Imperial House. In Hiilan, the ynwti

ofSuiyiien and Chwang-liang, they rise from /san/wr^ of the Leading,

Flank, or Light Division.

Jliehling rise from fangshau-yu and tsoling. Fung-shau-yu from

fangyii

;

these from subalterns, and subalterns from the ranks.

In the Mausolea, both of Chihli and Manchuria, officers are made

more than elsewhere in right of descent. In Chihli, the tsung-kwdn

rises from an under-secretary of Boards or Guards, or tsdnling from

Peking ;
the yihchdng rises from the fdngyu who has a plea of heredi-

tary tenure if his family have been in office over two generations, or

for eighty years. In the nomad tribes, which have been only in part

organized as military bodies, the promotion seems to be given as much

as possible within themselves. In almost all Banner appointments,

regard is had to the Wing, the Banner, or the tsoling company, as a

ground of preference.

In appointments not to the highest commands, the nomination of

candidates, or duty of presenting them to the emperor, is vested ac-

cording to circumstances. Mini.sters-extra of Guards are presented

by Captains-general of Guards. Officers of the Leading Division, from

ts'dnling down, by their own Captains-general
; of the Flank Division

* Thus in Teh chau, the Ching-shau yil must be one of the two Yellow
;

in Tsangchau, of the two White; &c
,
&c.
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by the same, but ’of the same wing or Banner with the candidate.

The tutung of the Banners present all of the hiduk'i, or Paid Force,

and all kiehling, ts’dnling, fsungkiodn, chingshav yd, andfdngshan yd,

with a few exceptions, throughout the empire
;
the tvngUng of Guards

have a voice in the nomination of the chingshnu yu, at Teh chau,

Tsangchau, Panting, and Tai-yuen
;
and of ihefdiigxhau yii at Kupeh

k'au and eleven other garrisons in the Cordon. Ching-mnn It of Gen-

darmery, and tsoling not hereditary, of Banner corps in Peking, are

presented by tutting; and tsoling of garrisons without, but on the

motion of the Board of War
;
tsoling of the Imperial Clan by the Clan

Court, without reference to the tutung. In the Gendarmery, the yih-

yii, assistant yih-yii, hieli-yu, fu-yu, and wardens, are presented by

the tungling, or Captain-general. Odicers of the Light, Artillery,

and Yuen-ming Yuen Divisions, by the Minister superintending. Of-

ficers of the pdu-i of the 5 Banners inferior, by the tutung of their

Banners, at the instance of the nobles, to whom they may be attached.

The tutung, or fii-tutung, of the Banner on duty for the year, presents

the ts •tg-kwnn of the Alarm Station, the tsungkwdn of Chahar nomads,

all officers under the Jeh-ho tutung, and at Tu-shih k’au, also those of

Mih-yun and Sh^n-hiii kwAn, but at the instance of the Board of War,

which also moves first in the case of the kiehling and tsoling of Suiyuen,

and of all Banner marine officers, and of the tsungkwdn and yihchdng

of the horse and camel depSts, and cattle pastures. The Banner for the

year introduces the ching-shnti y it, kiehling, ^nAfdng-shau ytiof Shing-

king and Ninghiii, nndihe fdng-yu of Lowanyii, and the Manchurian

marine. The senior members of the Board of War, all officers of

Urumtsi, and all kiehling of the Garrisons who have completed six

years’ service. In the Mausolea, where a tsungkwdn is made from

an under-secretary of a Board, the Clan Court presents him at the in-

stance of the Board of War; if from a Guardsman, a Minister of

Guards, at the instance of the Banner for the year.

J^ole.—The foregoing pages have been devoted to the Banncrmcn returned

in the Inquiry, as enrolled for service, mention being made of such Chinese

only as form parts of corps, or garrisons, under the chief command of general

officers not belonging to the army of the Green Standard. In most, if not all

cases where these generals, or the resident commissioners, have a colonial

autliority over nomadic tribes, the nomads have been introduced
;
but before

proceeding to the Luhying or Chinese army, whose main duties are confined

to China Projrer, some notice should be taken of the numerous military

feudatories of the Empire, who are scattered through the regions known to

the Chinese geographer as Inner and Outer Mongolia, Uliasutai, and 'fsing-

hai, or Koko Nor
;
as also of the troops of Tibet under the resident Minister

of that country.
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The tribes acknowledo'iriff the sway of China are divided into Inner and
Outer Mongfolians. The former occupy the region to which their name
refers them

;
the latter, all the other tracts and districts aboveinentioned.

Inner Mongolia, lying between the Desert of Gobi and the continuous
frontier of Manchuria and China, was occupied, in 1812, by 24 tribes differing

in name, irregularly ranged under 49 standards, and divided, in uneven pro-

portions, into six chalkan, or leagues.

The Outer Mongolians were—-1st, Pour tribes of Kalkas of different names,
under khans, which, with two fragmentary tribes attached to them, formed four

leagues
;
they numbered in all 8(j standards, and resided in the territory north

of ffie Desert of Gobi, geographically named Outer Mongolia; 2d, Eleven
tribes, not in leagues, under 34 standards, scattered to the west of the Holan
Mountains, in the southwest of Inner Mongolia

;
to the south of the Altai

;

and to the north of the Tengkiri ranges
;
3d, Two tribes of Mohammedans,

under two standards, atHami and Turfan, within the provincial boundaries of
Kansnh, south of the Celestial Mountains

;
and 4th, Five tribes, under 29

standards, round Koko Nor, called by the Chinese Tsing hai, or Azure Sea.
There are lamas of both Inner and Outer Mongolians.

Nearly every standard of the above, if not all, has a native head entitled a

Dzassak, whose chieftainship is, with slight limitations, hereditary
; the peo-

ple uuder their rule arc collectively styled orhadu or orpaht, the lamas ex-

cepted, who are distinguished as of Shapi Nor
;
their Dzassaks take the pre^

fix Zama before their title. The few tribes, or remnants of tribes not under,

such chieftains, arc under the more immediate authority of the Banner ge-

nerals and resident ministers from China.

These last I shall briefly recapitulate. Uuder tlie tsiangkiun of >S'ui-yuen

are tlie Tumets of Shansi beyond the Wall; under the at Kalgan,
on the Wall, the most privileged tribe of Chahars, Bargou incorporated in

Chahars, Kalkas, and Eluths
;
under the tidung at Jeh ho, Tashtava Eluths;

under the /w-Zu/»ng at Ilurun-Pir, Eluths and New Bargou; under the Zsung-

kwan at Tasang-ula, Solon, Taguri, Orunchun, and Pilar, paying peltry
;
both

these being under the tsiangkiun ofSagalien. In Hi, the Isidngkiun has autho-

rity over Eluths and Chahars of his own Central province of Hi, who have also

Chinese ministers
;
over Eluths, Chahars, and Hassacks under the lsanlsa7i

Minister resident at Tarbagatai, and over the Mohammedans of tlie Eight

cities in Hi south of the Tien Shan, who are under resident ministers of differ-

ent degrees.

In Uliasutai province, which receives, as has been shown, a small garrison

from the tsiangkiun of Shansi, there are Tangnu Uriankai, some of them
yiimuh, herdsmen, some Idsang, peltry-men, under the tsiangkiun in obser-

vation at Kurun, who is farther supreme over the Ministers at Kobdo, having

charge of the Mingats, Eluths, Ch^sin, Altai Uriankai, and Altai-Nor Urian-

kai of the far province. On the borders of Tibet, are Tamuh, or Dam Mon-
gols under 8 standards, amenable to the authority of the resident tsaiitsan.

We have not space here for a minute examination of the feudal constitu-

tion of these tribes, but it will be advisable to note tlie following particulars.

The Dzassaks of the Inner Mongols are ennobled by the Emperor of China,

either in six orders of the same titles as the six higher of tlic Imperial nobility,

or below these in four orders of tni-kih, and four of tapnncnig, equal in rank to

Chinese civilians of the four highest of the nine grades : but there may be

officers bearing those two latter titles who are not Dzassaks. I have said the

Dzassak was nearly hereditary, because I find that even where the words ofthe

original patent argue a succession in perpetuityftmng Zij, the holders have been

degraded some steps, or altogether, at different times, and in no case does the

heir succeed withontthe assent ol’the Crown. .\t the same time, great care has

hceii taken to secure a direct succession, and libcr il provision has been made
for the relief ofthe inheritance, by allowing remainder to worthy collaterals.
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The Dzi93iks are tlio Uiiiperor’s paid vassals and tributaries, their nobi-

lity inaicinw an important difference in their allowances from the Crown; but

those under them, in their tribe, are their clansmen, and vassals only of the Em-
peror, of whom since the commencement of the dynasty they have held pas-

ture-ground in the proportion of 20 li by 1 to every 15 men, and by whose

ordinance they pay a fixed revenue in kind to the Dzassaks. The latter can
levy nothing in excess of this, but receive money and gills of their suzerain,

the Emperor, which, with tlieir titles, constitute tlieir feud, liable to forfeiture

if they do not move with tlieir troops when called Uj)on, and for other offenses.

The tribes are divided into Isoling companies 150 strong, of which there are

as many as 274, as in the Ortons, and as few as 1, as in the Kechikten, in a

tribe. The number of these in 1812, is given, and the enumeration of their

oificers and men is not difficult, as the rule of pro]>ortion is generally regular.

The Dzassaks are assisted by taikih entitled hiehli, conjointly managing,
chosen in irregular numbers by them, with the head of tlie league, from all

above noticed as of the nobility. Every standard has a changking, one/u
ch/mgking, if under ten—two if over ten, companies

;
one tsanling to six com-

panies, chosen from the above dignitaries, and tsoling, who also rise from all

the above except Isaniing, and from Uie Jddu-ki kuiu, hitlierto rendered subal-

terns. Tliesc again of whom tliere is one to every tsoling, rise from the mc'tkia

or cavalry, wlio are one third of the company, and six of whom in every com-
pany are lingtsui, or non-commissioned officers.

In time of war, one in every tliree mdkid takes the field. There is also (o

every ten houses or families a sA;7i-c/iang-, or decuri.on, the rule of whose selec-

tion is not stated, and whom it is of course impossible to number. .

The six ming, chalkan or leagues, into wliich these 24 tribes arc formed,

(see page 02) are each under a liead or elder, and a lieutenant, cliosen

from a list of Dzassaks presented to the Emperor by the Colonial Office.

Every tribe is bound to assist any other in the same league which may be in

danger. Once in three years, the leagues are mustered by four high commis-
sioners selected by the Emperor from incumbents of high civil and military

posts in the empire
;
their visit is of a Ihorottghly inquisitorial character.

The Dzassaks are in turn compelled to pay visits to Peking; the year in

which it is not the duty of this or that Dzassak to go, he sends a tetikih

;

on
stated occasions all assemble in court costume to do homage in token of
fealty before the door consecrated to Majesty at the licadquarters of tlie tribe.

The cliapter from which these details are taken closes with tlie yimwh,
nomad herdsmen of the Tumet Mongols, whose 49 Isoling companies are un-
der the Si\\-yiicn Isidngkiun

;

and the tlirec standards of Taguri tdsang in .11 >,

five standards of Solon in 47 companies, Orunchun in six troops of hors.’ aivl

three companies of foot, and two companies of Pilar, all under one tsimgkwdr,
who again is under the Lsidngkmn of Sagalien. These should therefore be
included in the Inner Mongolian e.stablishinent, and not in the provincial

strength of the Provinces.

The internal economy of the Outer, is much the same as that of the Inner
Mongolians. Their Dzassaks are ennobled by all the same titles c.xcept

tzpundng, of which there are none. Some of the Dzassaks, whether other-

wise ennobled or not, have the title khan, which is superior to any of the
rest, and brings with it a higher allotment of pay and gills. Their chalkan,

or leagues, have each a Captain-general and a lieutenant like the Inner
Mongols, and are, like them, mustered and inspected triennially. Their
military orginization is, with a few exceptions, the same.

First, in the region of Outer Mongolia, we find four leagues of Kalkas,
each under a khan: let, the Tucli^tu khanate, numbering 20 standards u ider

.58 Isoling; 2d, the Sain-noin, 21, including 2 Eluth standardb*, in 38. fso'ing

companies; 3d, tlie Tsetsen, 23 stand.irds in KiA companies
;
4th, the Dzas-

saktu, under 19 standards, including 1 of Klioits, in 2D couipanicc.

loj.. x.\, ,\u, vj. 13
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The general in observation of the Russian frontier, residing at Kunin in I lie

Tuch^tu khanate, has chief command over their troops, who in 1812, were
8250 nuiliia, or mailcoot cavalry, A lieutenant-general (fu-tsiangkiun) and
a tsdntsdn, chosen by the Emperor from tlie Dzassaks, have also authority

;

there is one of each to each khanate. To assist the general in observation

in his colonial and foreign business, two Isidngkiun are stationed at Kurun
;

one a high Mongol or Rlanchu sent from Peking
;
the other a Dzaeriak.

Now come the Durbet, in two wings, each of which is a league

under a lieutenant-general, appointed as above: the left comprising ten

standards of Durbets and one of Khoits, in 11 companies
;
the right, three of

Durbets and one of Khoits, in 17 companies. Their position is beyond the

northwest frontier line of the Dzassaktu
;
they extend across the province of

Kobdo nortli of the city of that name, and their troops, amounting in 1812 to

1400 makia, were under the tsdnlmn of the Chinese government at Kobdo.
The two wings are subject to one khan.

Under the same officer of Kobdo, are the troops of the New Turguths of
the Urungu River, in the southeast of the same province, and Hoshoita of
the Djabkan, farther north. The former under two standards in three com-
panies, which would give but 1.50 makia, form a league ; the single standard

and company of the latter, furnishing 50 makia, belong to none.

Under the Kurun general are 595 Idsang families of Uriankai Tangmi,
paying two skins of marten fur, and 412 paying 80 graymouse skins (v. p. 328),

under the tsavtsun ofKobdo, 412 of Altai Tangnu, paying graymouse skins, 2.50

marten skins, and 429 paying four fox skins each : also 01 of Altai Nor
Tangnu paying graymouse skin, and 147 paying marten fur. Of yumuh
there are, under the general, eight companies of Uriankai, and under the tsdn-

tsdn, seven of Altai and two of Altai Nor.

We now cotne to the leagues whose soldiery is under command of the

tsidngkiun of Hi, of whom some mention lias been made before in this article.

There are four ofOld Turguths and one of Hoshoits distributed in five circuits.

The North contains the Old Turgutlis of Hopoksiloh, three standards in 14;
the East, those of Tsirholang, two in 7 ;

the West, those of tlie River Tsing
one, in 4 companies. These are north of the Tengkiri, stretching well into

Tarbagatai
;
south of the same range, in the Centre circuit, are three standards

in 21 companies, of Hoshoits of tlie Churutuz River, and in the South circuit,

four standards in 54 companies, of Old Turguths of the same locality. The
collective soldiery of these five leagues, according to their composition in

1812, w'ould be 5000 makia. There is a khan over these Turguths.
In all tlie tribes, wherever there are two, or more than two standards,

tliey are told off, though not with any regularity, into right, left, centre,

front, or rear, as tlie case may be ; a single standard may be in from one
to fifty companies. The Alashan, lying north of the Great Bend of tlie

Yellow River, where it defines, with its south bank, the Ortons region, and the

Turguths of the Edsinei River, both within the bounds of Inner Mongolia,

have one standard each
;
the former is divided into eight companies, the latter

has but one
;
the troops of both are commanded by their own Dzassaks, and

not by any Chinese authority. Like tlie Hoshoits of the Djabkan above, they

belong to no league.

Following the outline of modem Kansuh, we find in the northeast of the

Tsing Hai, or Koko-Nor,—territory, five tribes in one league of 29 standards
;

it is peculiar in having no captain or lieutenant like the rest. Their standards

are 21 of Hoshoits in 80 companies
;
one of Khoits in 1 ;

four of Turguths in

12 ;
0110 of Kalkas in 1 ;

and two of Choros in 61 companies. Their fighting

strength in 1812, would thus be 5025 makia, under tlie command of the

Resident at Si-iiing, on the borders of Kansuh.
The Moliaiumedaiis of Hanii and Turfan, as wcdl as those of the cities in

East Turkostai), have been noticed in the Kansuli and Hi eommnnds. Tlie tube
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of Haim has oneslandanl in K), Tm fan, one in 15 companies
;
or respectively

()50 and 750 makia, under the T)zassaks, who are overseen by a lingtsui a

each place, under the tiUung of Urumtsi as chief.

The nobility of these are under the same obligations of homage and ser-j^

vice as in the preceding tribes There appears to be some fiscal distinction

between the Mohammedans ofHami and Turfan, and those of Hi and the cities

in the South Circuit of Hi, or Turkestan, who are mentioned as ‘ families,'

paying a tribute or tax of produce, from which none are exempt bat the sol-

diery.° The only indigenous troops returned in the Digest, however, were 5d0

Mohammedans at Cashgar, in 1812, the chief of the circuit cities ;
over these

there is a Isiingkwdn, aJu-tsun^kivin, and 5 pihchdng, centurions. Their gar-

risons of Bannermon and Luhying were given before.

TABULAn Statement of the Population and Armed Proportion

OF THE Tribes (1612).
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1,300 l,500j

Banners
Leagues
-Sihans.

Tsin-wang
Kiunwing... ••

Beileh..

Beitseh.

Chiukwoh kung
Fu-kwoh kung .

Taikih
Tapunang
Chungking. .

..

Fii-changking.

Tsanling
Tsoling ......

Hiau ki kiau. .

.

Lingtsui.

Makia, men-at-armt
Iliensan

N. B. Every Banner has one chingkiix"

;

one fu-chr'mgking to ten ttoling, or two to

more than ten
;
one tmrding to six tmling ; and to every ttoling one hiuu-ki kiiu, six

ling-tsui, fifty makia, men-at-arms, and a hundred hien-san, or unemployed men.

The Begs of whom we have before spoken are salaried by China; the
Dzassaks receive pay and gifts, and send tribute annually by Begs, who pro-

ceed to Peking according to rollster, so that the whole shall have one tour

in six years. These travel at the state’s expense, the weight of baggage car-

ried for them being regulated by their rank, hereditary or fortuitous.

The same order of attendance at Peking and the hunting-camps is observed
by the Kalkiis, Alashan, and tribes of the Edsinci, and by those of Koko-Nor.

It remains for us to say a few words of the soldiery of Tibet, passing over
the lines of conununicatioa with it and beyond it, as we have been compelled
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to do tliose between the Empire and the outer frontier of Outer Mongolia,
Uliasutai, and Hi.

In Tibet, civil and rnilitary appointments are made by the Dalai Lama and
tltc Resident minister of Anterior Tibet. The grades are five, the highest--^,

being equivalent to tlie Chinese third, but the button which declares a rank
in China is worn only by the the Tanguts, who appear to succeed only to here-

ditary offices
;
the Lamas wear no button by reason of the peculiarity of Uieir

headdress.

In Anterior Tibet, are 10 yxng, cantonments, or encampments classed as

great, 43 as middle sized, ‘25 as small, and 14 as frontier posts. In Ulterior

Tibet, are 14 middle class and 15 small ymg. The Isdnlsan are supported by
a contingent o'" 646 luhying from Sz’chuen under a yukih, a tu-sz', tliree cap-

tains, and six subalterns, who are distributed through both provinces
;
and 782

more under a yukih, a titsz\ three captains and nine subalterns, along the bor-

der of Anterior Tibet, conterminous with Sz’chuen. The native soldiery are but

3,000, says tlie Digest,l,000 in Anterior, 1,000 in Ulterior Tibet, 500 at Ping-
jih, and 500 at Dziang. They are divided into small sections of 2.5 under a
tingfling (7) ;

five of these make 3 Mafung's (6) command ;
two of these, a

yufung's (5) ;
tu o of these a taifung's (4) : there are six of the last in Tibet.

Of the soldiery, 5 in each ten are musketeers, 3 archers, and 2 sword
and spearmen ; they adopt the Manchu tonsure, and have uniforms according

to the arms they bear
;
on all are written the words fdn-ping, foreign soldiers.

They are inspected in the fifth and sixth months, when agriculture is at a stand-

still
;
their powder is of local manufacture, but their leaden bullets and match

come from Sz’chuen. These details close with the important information

that in interior Tibet there are thirteen, and in Ulterior Tibet two cannon. No-
thing is said of the pay or allowances. The only yumuh returned in this coun-

try are the Tamuh or Dam Mongols, in 8 standards under 8 tsoling

;

4 at Chahi
tang, 2 at Tangning, 1 at the Wti-Fuh shan, or hill of the Five Budhas, all

south of the Lakan Shan, and reaching to the borders of Anterior Tibet

:

the remaining standard lies west of the Yangtsz’ kiang.

(Tu be continued )

Am. V. The Yung Yuen Tsiiten Tsih, ^^^ or Complete

('ollection of the Garden of Banians.

I'ms work is the one that is mentioned on page 41 of the present

volume, where it is called Kiying’s Miscellaneous Essays, and said to-

have been procured by the Rev. M. C. White of Fuhehau from a

literary man, who had just returned from Peking with it, and who let

Mr. W. have a copy as a great favor. There are eight volumes in the

Collection as we have it, but there must be more than that number in

the whole work, for the table of contents gives a list of poetical writings

iiuder sixteen heads, but without mentioning the number of volumes

they occupy
;

a supplementary chapter is also missing, containing

among other things a prefatory note by Commissioner Lin. We are

indebted to the kindness of Rev. J. D. Collins for the volumes of this
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work now before us; he obtained them, we believe, from (he same

person who furnished Mr. While, and we suppose took them with

(he same impression that they were the production of Kiying. A
short examination suffices to show that the work is written by another

hand, tliough the sentence, Liang Kwang tsungtuh Keying chnen

® I® ^ m “ composed by Kiying, governor-general

of the 'J'wo Kwang,” is thrice repeated in the volumes, each time

written in characters intended to imitate the printed words, but easily

to be detected. To increase the value of the work in the eyes of the

foreigner, and consequently secure a more ready sale, was doubtless

the leading motive which induced Mr. White’s friend to palm off* (his

work upon him as the production of the late cabinet-minister. We
think this motive quite enough to account for the clumsy forgery of

Kiying’s name in parts of the book where an author’s name is almost

never written, and where the style and titles of a man of Kiying’s

rank would certainly never be placed; and it does not seem necessary

to seek for any further motives to explain the imposition. If Mr. White

had exercised a little caution when purchasing the work, he would

not have penned the note inserted on page 41.

The Complete Collection of the Garden of Banians is a fancy title

given to a collection of essays, prefaces, memoranda, prayers, edicts,

and poems, written by In L^n-king ^ ^ |^jj,
styled Yench^ng

,
a native of Fuhehau fu in Fnhkien, and the prefect of Sz’-

s. a in KwSngsi in 1826. In a laudatory preface by

one Kill Shii-jen, dated in 1831, he is said to have become a tsinsz’

graduate when he was only sixteen years old, and to have soon after

been employed at Peking by his Majesty in some under position con-

nected with the General Council and Cabinet, from whence he was

appointed prefect of Sz’ngan, without going through the subordinate

grades of office. While holding this post, he is said ‘‘ to have govern-

ed the people, served (he gods, patronized the agriculturists, encour-

aged the literati, destroyed (he robbers, and kindly treated the head-

men of the locally governed districts, in a manner worthy of imitation.”

It is inferred that he afterwards filled the office of prefect of Y.^ng-

chau in Kiingsti, but from some things in the volumes, we think that

they were printed before he proceeded thither.

The first three volumes of the work are divided into six kivrn, or

books; and the last five into the same number, arranged under a dif-

ferent title, Jun-king tang tsz’-chi kwun shtt jj|.W g tS
i.«. official documents issued by the authority at the Jun-king Hall

the Jun-king Hall being, as fur as we can ascertain, the name of the

nuan fu
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piefect’H residence in ihe city of Sz’ngan. All tliese six kiuen comprise

e<licl3, exhortations and petitions, issued by Li during his prefectship.

The work is probably printed for private distribution only, as the title-

page contains no bookseller’s house, nor is the year of publication

mentioned. This is rather confirmed by the fact that no copies of

the work are procurable in Canton, at any of the booksellers. We
can not gather from the volumes before us why the poetical parts are

omitted, but we conclude, judging from the arrangement of the con-

tents, that it was optional to bind up the first three, the last five, or

the poetical, volumes, separately; and to furnish all or a part, without

injuring the completeness of the others. Nearly all the essays and

papers in the entire work are cut separately on blocks, so that they

can be bound up in any way that suited the binder.

The sixth kium of volume III. contains sixteen prayers and other

papers relating to religion, and among them we find the original of

that inserted on page 42
;
on the first page of this kiuen, and not on

that paper itself, are inserted the words “ Composed by Kiying, gov.-

gen of the T wo K Wring,” in the same handwriting as on the first

page of volume I. This was done, probably, with the intention to

strengthen the impression that Kiying wrote this particular kiuen.

The first of these sixteen is a prayer addressed to the God who dwells

at the inner door of official residences; the second lo the God of

yamun generally
;
and the third to the patron of the prefecture in the

Ching-hvving mi tu
;
the fourth is a prayer for rain, and the fifth a

thanksgiving for rain
;
the sixth is a prayer to the God of flags, and

the seventh to Wang Wan-ching, a deified governor-general of the

Two Kwangin I52R, who quelled some disturbance in this region, for

which he is now worshiped.

The next is the paper under discussion, filling ju.st a leaf, but

printed in a different type, and evidently cut subsequently to the

three preceding leaves, for it is paged as leaf 3 ;
a little piece of

paper was clumsily pasted over the figure three of the previous

leaf to make it appear as a figure tuw thus making two leaves

paged .as two, instead of two paged as three. In the table of contents,

the printed heading of “ A Thanksgiving for Rain,” has been cut out,

and the two next lines moved alons to m.ikc room for the ivritten head-

ing, “ Prayer to the God of Heaven,” as the seventh. 'J'he sheet on

which this last is printed, however, has its proper running-title, and

is of the same size as the other pages; it was therefore evidently

cut purposely for this work. The ninth and tenth are prayers to the

name Wdng Wan-ching, and the eleventh to another deified statesman
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named f..!. The remaining five are prayers to deified persons wor-

shiped in Kiangsil, and were written by Li Linking when prefect

there
;
they arc printed in the same type as the paper ascribed to Ki-

ying, and as the tible of contents; but their titles are printed in the

contents, and they were therefore cut before the paper we call Kf-

ying’s. There are also pages in other parts of the work cut in the same

type as this last, among which is one styled an Exhortation to Repair

the 'I’emple to the whole Heaven at Cliinkiang fn
;
this was written in

1834, when Lin Tsehsii was governor of Kiangsn, and Li mentions

Lin’s name as among the patrons and subscribers to the enterprise.

These two leaves are paged 23 and 24 bis, and are inserted after the

23d and 24th leaves in the regular series, which shows that they

were cut subseq\iently to those pages; and the date of this paper com-

pared with the original preface proves that additions have been made

to the book after the first publication.

That the document quoted on page 42 has nothing to do with

the writings of Li L^^nking, but has since been interpolated, is evident

from a very slight examination. LI constantly uses his own name

and stvle in the prayers before and after this document, but neither of

them are found here; we may be sure, too, that he never penned

a paper like this Prayer to the God of Heaven, in which it is pub-

lished that he had been appointed imperial commissioner to Canton.

The sentence found on the first page of kiuen sixth, below the title of

the prayer to the God who dwells in the inner door of offices, viz.,

“ Composed by Kiying, gov.-gen. of the Two Kwdng,” doubtless is a

forgery, and tlierefore can not be brought forward to prove that Ki-

ying wrote either that prayer, or the one in dispute on leaf 3. The
question therefore comes up. Who then did write this remarkable

prayer? One might suppose that Lin, being a native of Fuhehau,

and a friend of Li, was the author of the paper; but the internal

evidence is to our mind rather in favor of Kiying, and for these rea-

sons :—

'

1. The “literary friend,” who wished to palm off the work of Lf upon Mr.
White as Kiying’s Miscellaneous Essays, would hardly promise himself much
success in his sclieme to raise money on an old book like this, unless he could
refer, as it were accidentally, to some paper within the lids as apparently Ki-
ying’s ; the sentence commencing in it (see page 43), “Last year 1 was
commissioned to go to LiSng Kwang,” &c., would be enough for such a
purpose, and prove, together with the sentence written at the beginning of the
kiuen, that as Kiying was the author of that paper, so the w'hole set must be
his composition.

2. It would be a somewhat dangerous exiieriment for a Chinese to forge a
paper like this in which he s|)oke of such .a notable fact as K'ving liavvng me-
imriali/.ed tlie Throne not to persecute or prohibit Cliristiaiiity

,
and then make

hull iiiditc a prayer which he never did. Tliat high statesman has still iilflueuee
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and friends left to ferret out and punish the author of an attempt like this lo

involve him in trouble ; and its insertion in this work would implicate the fami-

ly of Li, and afford a clue to the search after the writer.

3. The person mentioned in it as Li, is intended, W’e think, for Li Ting, who
when Kiying was governor here in 1844 was employed by him as a secretary

or writer in his office. We have endeavored to obtain an interview with him,
but he has been many months absent from the city. Another gentleman,
named Wang Chung-hien, a native of Siichau fO, who was employed in Ki-
ying's yamuii at the same time, and is still a resident of Canton, corroborates

the statement in this paper that Li was employed by Kiying ; moreover he
recognized the paper when it was shown to him, and. said he had previously seen

it in manuscript. We learn from this gentleman that he and LI had formerly

examined the Testaments and religious books issued by foreigners, and were
pleased with their general character. About the particular sickness referred

to, and the means adopted for curing it, he knew nothing. To one acquainted
with the character of the Chinese, and the strange means they resort to in times

ofdistress to remove sickness and calamity, Li’s case, as here described, presents

nothing surprising; nor can we discern anything in it like a quiet satire, or an
attempt to ridicule either Christianity or its professors. Chinese Pasquins do
not usually make their satire so delicate and unappreciable as this, and in ri-

diculing a foreign faith they’ had nothing to dread from either its friends or its

enemies. It is far more reasonable to suppose that somebody in Fiihchau had
received this document of Kiying’s from Canton, or from Peking, as was as-

serted to Mr. White, and had contrived this plan of inserting it in another pub-
lication to make sale of that book, than to regard it as a satire, or as a forgery

concocted in f’uhchau.

Further proof or disproof of Kiying being the author of this paper

must be looked for from him or LI Ting ; but if either of them thougiit

themselves likely to be implicated by it, they might see fit to deny it.

Still the paper itself is e.xtant, and affords evidence that its writer

used his language properly. When he wished to assert throughout it

that western men teach that there “ is only this one creating celestial

s'lin,” he used such expressions as would convey that meaning, and

no other. lie had a definite idea of there being but one shin, and

expressed it in the plainest terms
;
he was not doubtful whether he

wished to speak of one or manp shin, for he says there is but one. We
can not therefore translate (see p:|g& 44), “ God (or the gods) only

are impartial,” for this does violence to the language. Some have

translated shin here by Spirit, and run a double meaning throughout

the prayer, of Spirit or Spirits : e. g. rendering the last sentence in it,

“ The Spirit (or Spirits) comes (or come), bringing upon you all

happiness. May he (or they) accept this!” But to our mind, no

such ambiguity is found in the text, and it would be detrimental to

all certainty in expressing any ideas in the Chinese language if a

writer coukl not convey his meaning more definitely than this, after

takiiur all the precautions this one has. The philological argument

respecting Shin in this interesting paper stands on a totally different

ground from its authorship; though we should be glad lo know cer-

tainly whether Kiying, Lin, or Li Ting, was the writer.
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